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College smoking hits 28-year low
By Kyle Meinke
GVL News Editor
Ryan Davies simply could not afford 
it anymore, so he made a decision many 
college students across the nation are 
making — quit smoking.
“With gas prices soaring and a tighter 
budget, there’s less money to spend on 
luxury' items like cigarettes,” the senior 
political science major said. “Plus, it’s 
just not something that appeals to me 
anymore because of the health problems. 
And from everything I hear, girls tind it 
to be an unattractive quality — that’s 
never a good thing.”
According to a report released Sept. 8 
by the American Lung Association, the 
number of college students lighting up 
has dwindled to a 28-year low of 19.2 
percent.
The report cites the rising cost of 
cigarettes and stricter smoking laws 
as significant deterrents for college
students.
The national average for a pack of 
cigarettes now exceeds $4.32, according 
to the report. Taxes have risen to an 
average of more than $ 1.18 per pack — 
it was $0.42 in 20(H) — and Michigan 
ranks fifth with a $2.00 per pack tax.
“Increasing the cost of cigarettes 
is one of the most effective cessions, 
especially among youth and people 
just starting to smoke, because they 
often don’t have the money to sustain 
that kind of habit,” said Thomas Car, 
a manager of national policy for the 
American Lung Association.
Bloated prices are not the only 
disincentive — state legislation has 
helped to curtail smoking in various 
businesses and other public places. 
Universities are cracking down, too, 
with more than 130 college campuses 
now completely smoke free.
Grand Valley State University
toughened its own smoking policies 
in March, though the school is not 
considering a complete ban.
Smoking is now prohibited within 
25 feet of buildings and other high- 
traffic areas on campus. A total ban 
was considered during policy revisions, 
but the majority of students said they 
were opposed to such action, said Bart 
Merkle, dean of students at GVSU.
“The prominent sentiment among 
students was that people have a right to 
smoke, but that it should be managed in 
a way to minimize the negative affects 
to nonsmokers,” he said. “So it made 
much more sense to set up guidelines 
that are reasonable, and then let them 
smoke away from people.”
Though college smoking is at a 28- 
year low, the report suggests it is still the 
age group most apt to smoking. GVSU 
does not offer its own cessation classes,
See Smoking, A2
Thirty-Day Prevalence of Cigarette Use 
Among Full-Time College Students 
vs. Non-College
Non-College
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Candidates square
Students, staff gather in Kirkhofs Area 51 
to get in on action, discuss upcoming election
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Assistant News Editor
The first presidential debate of this 
election cycle attracted 29.5 million 
viewers, including a few from Grand 
Valley State University who opted to 
watch the Friday night light from Area 
51.
Choosing to “Debate Watch,” GVSU 
students, faculty and staff turned their 
attention to the national stage as Sens. 
John McCain and Barack Obama 
addressed foreign policy, national 
security and the current financial crisis.
“I feel like the presidential debates 
are like the Olympics, because they only 
happen every four years, the stakes are 
really high and (both candidates are) the 
best at what they do.” 
said senior biology 
major Eddie Johns.
Moderated by 
Jim Lehrer, who 
hosts The NewsHour 
on PBS, Friday’s 
90-minute debate 
was broadcast live 
from the University 
of Mississippi. The 
majority of post­
debate polls pegged 
Obama as the slight 
winner, with one CBS 
poll indicating Obama 
also won among uncommitted voters. 
Recent Michigan polls suggest Obama 
is a double-digit leader in the state.
"The presidential debate is a really 
important time where we actually 
get to hear the candidate speak as 
opposed to just media coverage,” said 
Danielle Wiese, assistant professor of 
communications and organizer of the 
Area 51 Debate Watch in the Kirkhof 
Center. “You get to see the candidates 
interact and it gives you a sense of what 
that person would be like as president.”
Since the average sound bite of a 
president or presidential candidate in a 
news broadcast is only 7.7 seconds, the 
best opportunity for the voting public 
to get a true sense of the candidates is 
through the presidential debates. Wiese 
added.
"We generally see the candidates as 
the news people interpret them,” she 
said. “What’s really going to matter is 
how media perceives who wins. That 
could impact the undecided voter. 
Everyone wants to back the winning 
horse.”
Lehrer opened the debate with 
questions that probed the candidates’ 
personal views on the recent financial 
crisis. While both candidates agreed 
on the severity of the situation, neither 
endorsed a specific plan for recovery.
Wiese noted the negative impact this 
issue could have on GVSU students.
“How the economy gets fixed 
is going to determine our access to 
financial aid, internship opportunities 
and job opportunities,” 
Wiese said. “Young 
voters will be very 
important and can be 
the deciding factor if 
they turn out — and 
that’s especially true 
in Michigan, which is 
a swing state.”
Moving discussion 
from the economy into 
the debate’s intended 
theme of foreign 
policy, Lehrer brought 
U.S. policy toward 
Iraq and Afghanistan 
to the debate’s forefront.
McCain referenced “failed strategy” 
and Obama’s neglect to meet with Gen. 
David Petraeus.the former commanding 
general of Multi-National Force- 
Iraq. Obama countered the attacks by 
questioning U.S. involvement in the 
war and citing the background of his 
running mate Sen. Joe Biden as a source 
of foreign policy experience.
Senior political science student 
Jeanine Anderson was intrigued by the 
topics addressed, but disappointed in 
the candidates’ responses.
“(The debate) was really good, but 
unfortunately it was very unexciting,” 
she said. "They were old ideas 
reprocessed and regurgitated. Both 
candidates avoided the questions very
See Debate, A2
“They were old ideas 
reprocessed and 
regurgitated. Both 
candidates avoided 
the questions 
very well.”
JEANINE ANDERSON
GVSU SENIOR
off in first presidential debate
AP Photo / Jim Bourg
Face-off: Republican presidential candidate, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., left, speaks during the first presidential debate with Democratic 
presidential candidate, Sen Barack Obama, D-lll., right, at the University of Mississippi in Oxford, Miss., Friday.
AP Photo I Al Goldis
Voice for change: Sen. Hillary Clinton,
D-N Y., speaks during a campaign rally for 
Democratic presidential candidate Barack 
Obama Saturday in Grand Ledge. Mich
Hillary Clinton campaigns 
for Obama in Grand Ledge
By David Eggert
Associated Press Writer
GRAND LEDGE, Mich. (AP) - 
A fired-up Hillary Rodham Clinton 
campaigned in Michigan Saturday 
for one-time rival and Democratic 
presidential candidate Barack 
Obama, telling supporters the “day 
of reckoning” has come for a country 
that simply cannot have another 
Republican in the White House.
“We cannot turn over our country 
with these deep deficits, with these 
serious economic problems, with the
international challenges, to the same 
team that got us into this mess in the 
first place,” Clinton said to more than 
1,000 people at a riverfront park in 
this town 10 miles west of the state 
capital.
Noting Friday night’s debate 
between Obama and Republican John 
McCain, Clinton said “there’s no 
doubt in anyone’s mind that Senator 
Obama understands the economic 
challenges we face as well as the need 
to change the way we do business here
See Clinton, A2
AP Photo Mary Altaffer
Banker speaks out: A protester holds a sign as he marches 
past the New York Stock Exchange during a rally against the 
Wall Street bailouts on Thursday in New York
GV experts to address consequences of bailout on West Michigan
By Ryan Hanna
GVL Staff Writer
Financial experts from Grand Valley State 
University will discuss Tuesday the financial 
problems facing the nation, and how it affects West 
Michigan and the university community.
The panel will be the first of three hosted by the 
Seidman College of Business in light of the proposed 
$7(H) billion federal bailout of financial institutions 
and the decline in home values across the U.S. The 
first discussion has already sold out.
“The economy is winding down as a result of 
the bursting of the housing market bubble." said 
John Rcifel, associate dean of the .Seidman College 
of Business. “Some buyers were purchasing 
mortgages, repackaging them and selling them 
to banks and other institutions. The banks didn’t
know how problematic (the 
mortgages) were, so now they 
have to pay and they’re running 
out of money.”
Paul Isely, an assistant 
professor of economics and 
the interim chairman of the 
economics department, thinks 
the discussions will help 
enlighten local businesses and 
the GVSU community on the 
current financial situation.
“The problem we have now is people are scared, 
which causes them to restrict money from banks,” 
Isely said . “The primary purpose (of the discussions) 
is to help people understand what’s going on so they 
can be informed about their investments."
Isely will sit on the panel of six businessmen
and university experts Tuesday during the business 
school's first event, which will discuss the financial 
crisis’ impact on local business investments. But 
he warns the affects of national economics could 
also affect college students around the country as it 
becomes more difficult to obtain loans.
“There’s not a lot of money out there to loan to 
people,’’ Isely said. “The interest rate for loans will 
increase because lenders need a higher return.”
Reifel said the fallout from the financial situation 
could eventually inflate tuition if the state is unable 
to continue appropriating funds to GVSU.
See Finance, A2
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Debate
continued from page A1 
well.”
Candidates also addressed 
Russian aggression in Georgia 
and the likelihood of a second 
9/l l-type attack given the current 
state of U.S. security.
Wiese hopes the debates will 
encourage students to show 
interest in the issues and the 
election, forming opinions and 
making decisions based on their 
own research.
“People are really excited 
about the election, but what that
excitement will bring ... well, we 
will see I suppose,” Anderson 
said.
The twocandidates will debate 
twice more before the November 
election — the pair will face-off 
Oct. 7 from Belmont University 
in Nashville, Tenn. and again on 
Oct. 15 from Hofstra University 
in Hempstead. N.Y..
There also will be one vice- 
presidential debate, which is 
scheduled for Thursday from 
Washington University in St. 
Louis.
assistantnews@ lanthorn .com
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Clinton
continued from page A1
at home and around the world."
On a sunny fall afternoon 
about five weeks before the 
Nov. 4 election, Clinton spoke 
for 24 minutes after talks by 
Gov. Jennifer Granholm and 
local congressional candidate 
Mark Schauer, both Democrats. 
She said people need "joy” 
and "excitement” in the White 
House and urged backers to help 
get Obama elected by telling 
their middle-class families and 
friends what is at stake.
Clinton later campaigned 
in Grand Rapids, and a Flint 
event was scheduled for the 
early evening. Recent polls have 
indicated more Michigan voters 
may be moving toward Obama, 
who will campaign Sunday in 
Detroit with running mate Joe
Biden.
Clinton called Republican 
George W. Bush’s presidency 
the worst in U.S. history, said 
the current Wall Street financial 
crisis shows why change is 
needed and railed against GOP 
leaders for not believing in 
government regulation.
She added McCain is a 
friend she respects. "But I do 
not believe that the Republicans 
should be rewarded for what 
they have done to our country. 
Think of it that way,” Clinton 
said.
The New York senator lost 
the Democratic nomination to 
Obama in a close race but has 
recently stepped up efforts to 
swing her supporters behind 
her former rival and get them 
involved directly in Obama’s 
campaign.
Neither Clinton nor Obama
campaigned in Michigan before 
the state’s disputed January 
Democratic primary. Clinton 
won after Obama and several 
other Democrats withdrew their 
names from the ballot.
Clinton held a March rally 
to urge another primary but 
ultimately had to settle for a deal 
that split Michigan’s delegates 
between her and Obama, 
something that did not sit well 
with some Clinton supporters.
The Obama campaign hopes 
Clinton’s appearances will 
sweep the contentious history 
under the rug and persuade 
Clinton supporters to back the 
Illinois senator.
The boisterous crowd in 
Grand Ledge included Joyce 
Bixler, 57, who said she was 
disappointed Clinton lost the 
nomination.
“I am very much for Obama,
though, and his change,” Bixler 
said, a retired sales consultant 
from Cortland, Ohio, who was 
in the area visiting friends.
Bixler said if Obama had 
selected Clinton to be his 
running mate instead of Biden, 
she would have "no doubt" about 
the Democratic ticket winning.
“I still get goose bumps when 
I hear her talk because I wanted 
her so badly to win. I just think 
she’s a smart woman.”
Grand Ledge resident and 
Obama supporter Linda Drahnak, 
64, said she came partly to hear 
Clinton’s pitch to independents. 
She wanted Clinton to "make 
the case that if Democrats do not 
win, then the country may go to 
hell in a hand basket more than 
it is right now.”
Drahnak, a retired payroll 
manager, said she liked Obama’s 
“way of uniting people."
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Smoking
continued from page A1
but does refer them to classes by 
Tobacco Free For Good.
“We have found that the 
most successful approach to 
quitting smoking is within group 
settings," said Laura Kennett, 
associate director of Campus 
Recreation. "Here, there is 
never enough demand to offer 
those type of ongoing classes, 
so we refer our students to other 
resources that can.”
Often times it becomes 
difficult to quit smoking in
college because of stress and 
social interaction, according to 
the report.
“I tried quitting because I 
am a swimmer, but every time I 
gave it up I got right back into,” 
said junior elementary education 
student Katie Pau, who has 
smoked since she was 16. "It’s 
just a big stress reliever for me, 
and it’s part of my morning 
routine.”
Pau said she is trying to quit 
again, this time because of the 
price of cigarettes and the health 
implications.
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Grand Valley's Fall Arts Celebration is a highly popular and anticipated annual showcase 
for the arts, humanities, and liberal education in West Michigan. Please join us again this 
fall for an entertaining and enlightening celebration.
Art Gallery Exhibit
"Separation as Together: 
Soonjung Hong and Eunmee Lee, 
Korean Ceramists at GVSU"
In this premier exhibition, renowned Korean 
artists present work created during the first 
GVSU International Ceramic Workshop.
Opening Reception:
Tuesday, October 7, 5-7 p.m.
Exhibit Open: October 7-31 
Art Gallery
Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
Media Sponsors:
WOO'D :
iGrandMlley
1 State Uni v ersity
www.gvsu.edu
Dance Stars 
Across America
"Coast-to-Coast"
Features the choreography of Pascal Rioult, 
director of the Pascal Rioult Dance Company, 
and noted New York choreographer Thang 
Dao. Becca Sweitzer of the movie "Hairspray' 
also returns to choreograph two new works 
for the GVSU Dance Ensemble.
Friday, October 24, 8 p.m.
Saturday, October 25, 2 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theatre 
Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
Tickets: $20 general public; $10 Grand Valley 
faculty, staff, and students with ID; $5 children 
12 years of age and under. Call 
at (616) 222-4000 or (800) 585-3737 or visit 
www.starticketsplus.com. Tickets also available 
weekdays 12-5 p.m. at the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre Box Office, Allendale Campus, 
(in-person sales only) after Labor Day.
Poetry Night
"An Evening of Poetry and 
Conversation with Natasha Trethewey 
and Paul Muldoon"
Two Pulitzer Prize winning poets share their 
words and visions through the lens of history.
Wednesday, October 29, 7 p.m.
L.V. Eberhard Center, 2nd floor 
Robert C. Pew Grand Rapids Campus
kt For event details visit www.gvsu.edu/fallarts or call (616) 331-2180.
All events are free and open to the public unless noted.
“It’s gotten to the point where 
a pack costs more than a gallon 
of gas,” she said. “And everyone 
knows how much gas is. Now I
have to figure out if I till up my 
car or buy cigarettes.”
news@lanthorn.com
GVL / Matt la Vere
Less smokers: Sophomore Jeff Pashnick (left) and junior Matt Lipsky (right) smoke a 
cigarette outside of Kirkhof between classes Smoking on campus has decreased this year
Finance
continued from page A1
“Right now, the state’s share 
for Grand Valley is about 30 
percent,” he said. “If the state is 
unable to raise its appropriations 
for Grand Valley, then the whole 
cost is increasing, which means 
that students and parents will have 
to pick up a bigger share of the cost 
of running the university.”
Gregg Dimkoff. a finance 
professor who will speak at the 
second event, said the current 
financial crisis could impact 
GVSU’s efforts to attain funds 
for the construction of the newly 
proposed Mary Idema Pew 
Library Learning and Information 
Commons.
“Grand Valley was really hopeful 
the government would help fund 
the library,” he said. “GVSU has 
commitments for about $.30 million, 
but (the university) still needs ($40 
million) more. If the economy turns 
down severely enough, the new 
library will not be able to be funded
by the government.”
To prepare for the fallout 
from the financial crisis, Reifel 
advises GVSU studenls to prepare 
themselves appropriately, such as 
applying for scholarships and part- 
time jobs.
But despite the financial crisis. 
Reifel remains optimistic about the 
economy.
“We’re in a rough patch, but it’s 
not the first time,” he said. “We just 
have to work our way through.”
The first discussion is scheduled 
for 7:30 a.m. in the Loosemore 
Auditorium of the DeVos Center. 
A second event titled “Survival in a 
Financial Meltdown,” will be held 
at noon on Thursday in the Perc 
Marquette Rtx>m of the Kirkhof 
Center. That discussion, led by 
Dimkoff. w ill be directed loGVSl 
faculty and staff.
The final discussion will be 
an Oct. 9 breakfast featuring L. 
William Seidman, dean of the 
Seidman College of Business.
rhanna@lanthorn.com
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News in Brief
Panel to discuss effects of 
race on upcoming election
Sponsored by the Office 
of Multicultural Affairs, 
five panelists will address 
the influence of race on 
November’s election as part 
of this year’s Professionals of 
Color Lecture Series.
The discussion, “Does 
Race Matter?” will be held at 
4 p.m. Oct. 6 in the Kirkhof 
Center’s Grand River Room on 
GVSU’s Allendale Campus. 
The event is free and open to 
the public.
WOOD-TV Channel 
8 anchor Jennifer Moss 
will moderate the panel 
discussion.
Panelists include: Mark 
Fancher, senior staff attorney 
at ACLU of Michigan; 
Melissa Harris-Lacewell, 
associate professor of politics 
and African American studies 
at Princeton University; Kim 
Osorio, vice president of the 
Web site company Global 
Grind; Tim Wise, author of 
“White Like Me: Reflections 
on Race from a Privileged 
Son,” and Helen Zia, author of 
“Asian American Dreams.”
A segment of Barack 
Obama’s speech on race, given 
in March in Philadelphia, 
will be shown prior to the 
discussion.
Alternative Breaks program 
named best in the country
GVSU’s Alternative 
Breaks program was recently 
named America’s best by 
Break Away, a national 
non-profit organization for 
the development of quality 
alternative break programs.
Last year a record 25 
trips were organized by 
Alternative Breaks and more 
than 250 students participated. 
The GVSU program and 
organization is entirely 
student-run.
GVSU’s program received 
the award in July at Break 
Away’s national conference in 
Portland, Ore.
Break Away: The
Alternative Break Connection, 
Inc. provides training and 
information on alternative 
break programming to 
colleges, universities and non­
profit organizations across the 
U.S.
Campus Health increases 
services, reduces prices
The Campus Health Center 
has increased the type of 
services it offers and reduced 
its student price this year.
Urine testing for chlamydia 
and gonorrhea is now available 
to students without health care 
and without scheduling an 
appointment. Examination 
is optional and students are 
required to pay the $69 testing 
fee.
The center will soon offer 
the flu vaccine as well. This 
year, the vaccine will be 
available in a new, nasal-mist 
form for $35, as well as the 
traditional injectable form 
$25.
The Meningitis vaccine 
and the Gardasil vaccine for 
cervical cancer will also be 
offered to students.
The Campus Health Center 
is open Monday through 
Friday from 9 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. The center is located 
in Water Tower Place next 
to Papa John’s Pizza on the 
Allendale Campus.
GV releases study on non­
profit cultural competency
GVSU’s Johnson Center 
for Philanthropy and 
Nonprofit Leadership recently 
released the publication, 
“Cultural Competency for 
Nonprofit Mental Health 
Organizations.”
Written by George
Grant, dean of the College 
of Community and Public 
Service, the report is based on 
research findings regarding the 
experiences of 30 non-profit 
mental health organizations in 
West Michigan.
The report aims to increase 
the effectiveness of non-profit 
organizations across the U.S.
The publication is 
available online at http://www. 
johnsoncenter.org and printed 
copies may be requested via 
e-mail at jcp#gvsu.edu.
Haas sets record numbers for latest chat
GVL / Kyle Mienke
Web-ready: A team of GVSU administrators and faculty sat prepared to assist President Thomas J. Haas (center right) in his online office hours Thursday
More questions, 
users than ever 
before join online 
office hours
By Kyle Meinke
GVL News Editor
What would Grand Valley 
State University President 
Thomas J. Haas do to increase 
minority enrollment at the 
university, or why did the school 
purchase Segways during a time 
of financial uncertainty?
More importantly, does the 
university head watch NBC’s 
“The Office?”
These questions and 75 
others were posed to the school 
president and his team of 10 
advisers Thursday during the 
online chat he hosts twice per 
semester.
“The bottom line is these 
(chats) allow me to be responsive 
to our student needs in real-time, 
and it allows me to address a 
good number of them at the same 
time,” Haas said. “And more 
importantly, I can get a sense of 
what’s important to our students 
here.”
One hot topic was diversity 
at GVSU. Many asked for Haas’ 
thoughts on the 30 percent 
decrease in minority enrollment 
in this year’s freshman class.
“1 am quite disappointed 
that Proposal 2 has created the 
situation that we see today,” 
Haas told one student.
“I have staff looking at ways 
to increase our representation of 
minority students at GVSU as 
part of enrollment management,” 
he said to another.
Others inquired about the 
status of the new library, and
whether the present financial 
crisis could jeopardize the 
project. He responded online 
with words of optimism — 
stating he hopes to break ground 
in 2010 — but was much more 
critical of state appropriations 
with his team.
“When I get $40 million 
bucks from the state and $30 
million bucks from donors, I’ll 
put a shovel in the ground,” he 
told them.
Perhaps the most-asked 
question pertained to the $10,000 
the university spent in August on 
two Segways for the university's 
Department of Public Safety.
Jim Bachmeier, vice president 
of Finance for GVSU, helped
advise Haas on many of these 
questions. Together, they drew 
attention to the Segways’ 
usefulness, energy efficiency 
and mobility.
But not everybody was 
satisfied with Haas’ responses. 
Junior computer science student 
Mike Rapin felt "blown off’ 
after asking a question about the 
Segways.
“If you ask a question that 
requires him to have an opinion, 
and not a neutral stance, he gets 
pretty vague in his response,” 
the Hudsonville native said. “My 
friend got so upset that Haas 
didn't give a real answer to a 
question that he just left the chat 
room because he knew he wasn't
going to get a valuable response 
to any hard questions.”
The session began with only 
16 users, but the count grew 
throughout the chat to a high 
of 74 by its conclusion. Ben 
Rapin. Web page manager with 
Institutional Marketing, said it 
was the best virtual office hours 
yet.
“I think putting a direct 
link on the home page caught 
a lot of peoples’ attention,” he 
added. "The conversation was 
good and the complexity of the 
questions made the chat more 
substantiative.”
But the dialog was not without 
its glitches. Atone point,answers 
stopped posting online for about
12 minutes.
Another problem was the 
rate at which answers could 
be formulated — though 78 
questions were posed, the team 
managed only 42 responses in 
the 90-minute session. That is 
one response for two minutes, 
eight seconds.
"There were some problems, 
but I am very pleased with 
(Thursday’s) discussion,” Haas 
said. "This is just another way to 
ensure that no matter how big we 
get, we don’t lose our essence as 
an intimate college that cares.”
The next virtual office hours 
is scheduled for Nov. 12 from 3 
to 4:30 p.m.
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Funding appeals divide Student Senate, spark debate
Organizations seek money 
to fund out-of-state events; 
Student Senate approves 
almost $8,000
By Jenny Whalen
GVl. Assistant News Editor
Student Senate deliberated for 
more than two hours Thursday before 
deciding to allocate more than $8,000 
to two student groups, despite possible 
violations of the body’s 
constitution.
The Seidman
Investment Portfolio 
Organization and the 
Greek Life Council 
were seeking funds for 
separate conferences, 
requests that divided 
the body and prolonged 
discussion. In question 
was the Student Senate 
policy to restrict 
conference funding to 
four people per student 
group.
Seidman IPO wanted to send 28 
people to Chicago, while the GLC 
intended to send 24 to St. Louis.
Josh Hilbrand, vice president of
Hilbrand
“I don't like the fact 
that we're going to 
break the rules for one 
organization.”
JOSH HILBRAND
VICE PRESIDENT OF 
SENATE RESOURCES
Senate Resources, 
opposed the Seidman 
IPO appeal because 
it would constitute 
"a blatant breaking 
of our own rules,” he 
said.
“I don’t think 
it’s fair to the other 
organizations we 
give out money to,”
Hilbrand said. “I 
don’t like the fact that we’re going to 
break the rules for one 
organization. We then 
leave the door open for 
other organizations.”
Initially awarded 
$694 of its original 
$3,588 request.
Seidman IPO appealed 
to the general assembly 
for $2,188 to fund the 
original 28 people for 
its annual Chicago 
trip.
In a 19-11-2 vote, 
the appeal barely 
exceeded the required 
two-thirds majority.
“Everyone was referring to breaking 
the rules,” said Ryan Davies, vice 
president of Intercultural Affairs. “If
there was no appeals 
process, then we 
would be breaking the 
rules, but (Seidman 
IPO) came to us 
with an educational 
opportunity. They 
came to us through 
the proper means and 
it was a well-thought- 
out, well-presented 
appeal.”
Hilbrand maintained passage of the 
Seidman IPO appeal 
violated the Conference 
policy, but did support 
the GLC request.
“The appeal process 
is there for something 
like the GLC, which 
had a unique case,”
Hilbrand said. “They 
represent so many 
registered student
organizations that don’t 
necessarily receive
funding.”
The GLC, which 
represents more than 
900 students on campus, originally 
requested funding for 24 people 
to attend the Mid-American Greek 
Council Association Conference and
the National Black Greek Leadership 
Conference.
While initially no money was 
allocated, a recommendation to 
approve funding for 10 people was 
made by the Appropriations Committee 
to the Student Senate. After more than 
an hour of deliberation. Student Senate 
approved almost $6,000 for 12 people 
in a 24-4-4 vote.
“The (Conference) Fund is supposed 
to get spent," said Mike Krombeen, 
vice president of Finance for Student 
Senate. “I'm happy 
with the way the body 
deliberated and I think 
people had a good idea 
of what they wanted 
to spend money on. 
Each request must be 
looked at for its own 
merit.”
Student Life began 
the fiscal year with 
more than $300,000 in 
the reserve fund, with 
$50,000 designated 
for the Conference 
Fund. To date. Student 
Senate has allocated $119,047 from 
the reserve and $32,145 from the 
Conference Fund.
assistantnews@lanthorn .com
“They came to us 
through the proper 
means and it was 
a well-thought- 
out, well-presented 
appeal.”
RYAN DAVIES
VICE PRESIDENT OF 
INTERCULTURAL AFFAIRS
Allendale supervisor Jim Beelen steps down
Beelen resigns after more 
than 12 years, has worked 
with GV past three decades
By Jason Puscas
GVL Staff Writer
Jim Beelen will resign at week’s 
end as Allendale Township Supervisor, 
a post he held for more than 12 years.
Before becoming supervisor, Beelen 
served 18 years as the township's 
treasurer.
After 30 years in Allendale, he will 
now work with the Lansing-based 
Michigan Townships Association as a 
Member Information Services liaison.
Beelen, 60, announced his decision 
at last week’s township board 
meeting.
He recommended the board appoint 
Jerry Alkema, who already defeated 
him in the Republican primary and was 
set to take over in January, as interim 
supervisor. The board has yet to take 
any action on the recommendation.
Beelen said he values the positive 
working relationship he has had with 
Grand Valley State University during 
the past three decades.
“I believe that the relationship 
with Grand Valley and Allendale is 
pretty unique and for the most part I 
think we’ve had a wonderful working 
relationship,” he said. “I’ve really 
appreciated the relationship with 
President Haas, and President Murray 
before him, as well as facilities guys 
like Tim Thimmesch and Bob Brown. 
I have a tremendous amount of 
respect for what the 
administration and 
Student Senate
have done and the 
relationship we’ve 
been able to have.”
GVSU has been 
good for Allendale 
and has brought a 
positive focus to the 
community, Beelen 
added.
Membersof GVSU’s 
administration agreed.
“Jim Beelen and the 
Allendale Township 
board have enjoyed a highly productive 
working relationship with Grand 
Valley,” said Matt McLogan. vice 
president for University Relations. 
“Jim has done a commendable job and
we will miss him.”
During Beelcn’s tenure as 
supervisor, the township and university 
collaborated on issues like busing, 
housing, student safety and attracting 
additional businesses like restaurants 
and health centers to help address 
growing student demands.
In 2005, the township chipped in 
funding and planning for a Route 38 
bus that would service 
GVSU students.
Though the route 
was discontinued, 
Beelen continued to 
increase Allendale’s 
accessibility to
students.
The township is 
also working with 
GVSU to bring a new 
metro health center to 
Allendale and Beelen 
has entertained dialog 
regarding sidewalks 
and lighting to 
increase student safety on and around 
campus.
Candy Kraker, Allendale Township 
clerk, said she has great hopes for 
Allendale’s future based on the
Courtesy Photo / Jim Beelen
Retiring: Jim Beelen has served as Allendale 
Supervisor for more than 12 years
foundation set by Beelcn’s leadership.
“It’s my hope that these relationships 
continue, and I’ll be doing my best to 
see that it works that way." Kraker said. 
“If there are issues with students and 
faculty or staff, we will always have 
an open door. We wish to be advocates 
for Grand Valley and keep those lines 
as open as possible."
jpuscas® lanthorn .com
“I believe that the 
relationship with 
Grand Valley and 
Allendale is pretty 
unique... we've had 
a wonderful working 
relationship.”
JIM BEELEN
FORMER ALLENDALE 
SUPERVISOR
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Michigan colleges get state 
money for building projects
DETROIT (AP) - Six 
Michigan public universities 
and a dozen community 
colleges have scored funding 
for some long-awaited campus 
construction projects under a 
bill passed by the Legislature.
If signed by Gov. Jennifer 
Granholm. the bill passed this 
week would pave the way for 
$408 million in construction 
projects, with the state 
providing $220 million.
The projects include: 
Western Michigan University’s 
Sangren Hall; Ferris State 
University’s new College of 
Optometry building; Oakland 
University's new human health 
building; and Eastern Michigan 
University’s Pray-Harrold 
building.
Spokeswoman Leslee 
Fritz tells The Detroit News 
that Granholm is expected to 
sign the bill, but retains line- 
item veto authority to strike 
individual projects.
315K lost in manufacturing 
jobs in past eight years
DETROIT (AP) — A new 
report says Michigan has lost 
315,200 manufacturing jobs 
during the last eight years 
— a 3525 percent reduction 
that represents the biggest 
percentage decline in the 
nation.
The American
Manufacturing Trade Action 
Coalition report released 
Friday says Michigan’s total 
job loss of 489,900 during the 
same time period is more than 
three times worse than during 
the oil-induced Rust Belt 
downturn of 1974-82.
Flint. Ann Arbor. Saginaw 
and the Detroit-Livonia 
metropolitan area suffered the 
biggest percentage declines 
in manufacturing job losses. 
The worst total job losses have 
occurred in Detroit-Livonia, 
Flint, Jackson and Saginaw, 
www Detroit Free Press 
says the coalition focused 
on Michigan, an election 
battleground state that’s 
been heavily dependent on 
manufacturing jobs.
U.S. Senate passes bill to 
help clean up Great Lakes
DETROIT (AP) - The 
U.S. Senate has passed the 
Great Lakes Legacy Act, which 
would continue a program to 
reduce contaminated sediments 
in the lakes.
It passed Thursday by a 
voice vote. The legislation 
authorizes $54 million annually 
for the cleanup of polluted 
parts of the Great Lakes. It is 
at a similar level to previous 
funding allowances.
The House passed the 
measure last week with $150 
million annually for funding, 
an increase over previous 
allowances.
The Detroit News reports it’s 
unclear whether a compromise 
version will be worked out.
The legislation follows 
an earlier version of the law. 
which passed in 2002.
24 E. coli cases linked to 
MSU strain outbreak
LANSING. Mich. (AP) - 
Twenty-four cases of E. coli 
across Michigan have been 
linked to a strain that sickened 
students at Michigan State 
University earlier this month.
A common commercial 
food source is suspected but 
has not yet been identified.
State health officials say 
one case in New York has been 
linked to the same strain but 
appears to be isolated.
The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention say 
E.coli cases in three other states 
share the same genetic link as 
those in Michigan.
Illinois and Ohio have two 
cases each, and Oregon has 
one.
Of the 24 cases in Michigan, 
seven are at Michigan State, 
five are inmates at the Lenawee 
County Jail, three are from the 
University of Michigan and the 
rest are from Macomb, Wayne. 
Kent, St. Clair and Oakland 
counties.
Nine people have been 
hospitalized, but none have 
died.
Progress made on bipartisan bailout |
By Charles Babington
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Congressional leaders said 
Saturday they hoped to reach 
an agreement on a multibillion- 
dollar bailout plan for the 
financial sector before the 
markets open Monday, even if 
House and Senate votes would 
come later.
“The goal is to come up with 
a final agreement by tomorrow,” 
Senate Majority Leader Harry 
Reid. D-Nev., said during an 
unusual weekend session of 
Congress. “We may not be able 
to do that, but we’re trying very 
hard.”
He said he hoped for an 
announcement by 6 p.m. EDI’ 
Sunday, just hours before the 
Asian markets open again. 
“Everybody is waiting for this 
thing to tip a little bit too far.” 
he said, so “we may not have 
another day.”
President Bush expressed 
confidence that lawmakers soon 
would approve a rescue plan. 
He acknowledged that many 
Americans are frustrated and 
angry that up to *700 billion 
in tax dollars may be needed 
to cover Wall Street firms’ 
mistakes.
The bailout is intended 
to rescue bankers from bad 
loans that threaten to derail 
the economy and plunge the 
country into a long depression.
The main sticking point is 
with House Republicans. They 
object to several parts of the 
Bushadministration’sapproach,
developed largely by Treasury 
Secretary Henry Paulson.
Negotiators on Saturday 
sought to accommodate 
enough of their demands to 
entice a reasonable number of 
House Republicans to back the 
eventual plan.
Democrats and
administration officials said 
they were willing to include 
House Republicans’ idea of 
having the government insure 
distressed mortgage-backed 
securities — but only as an 
option, not a replacement for the 
broader idea of buying outright 
those toxic securities.
“There may be a way in which 
that could be accommodated as 
part of the toolbox” available to 
the Treasury Department, said 
Sen. John Thune, R-S.D. “As 
a practical matter, that can’t be 
the engine that drives this bill.”
Some Democrats still want a 
provision allowing bankruptcy 
judges to rewrite mortgages 
to help homeowners avoid 
foreclosure. The compromise 
legislation that seemed to be 
emerging Saturday “is not 
the proposal that we got from 
Secretary Paulson,” Reid said.
“There must be no rush to 
misjudgment regarding this 
critical threat to America’s 
economic future for generations 
to come,” said Rep. Thaddeus 
McCotter, R-Mich. “All 
Americans want responsible 
progress toward a positive, pro­
taxpayer solution.”
The debate has divided 
Republicans more so than 
Democrats, with Bush
AP Photo / Pablo Martinez Monsivais
Bailout talks: President Bush, center, meets with Republican presidential candidate Sen John McCain, R-Ariz . far left 
Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama, D-lll., far right, and congressional leaders in the Cabinet Room of the 
White House Thursday to discuss the proposed bailout of the financial industry.
struggling to salvage the main 
elements of his plan from 
attacks by members of his own 
party.
With the Nov. 4 election only 
weeks away. Democrats have 
refused to push anything that 
appears to be a sharply partisan
plan. Even some Republicans 
have defended them.
“You can’t have a deal" on 
an issue this large when "a large 
part of the body” refuses to go 
along. Sen. Lindsey Graham. 
R-S.C., said in an interview.
New details emerged over
the weekend of a White House 
meeting on the bailout Thursday, 
breaking up in disarray. Bush 
issued an appeal, saying,“Can’t 
we just all go out and say things 
are OK? ”
The group around the table 
spumed the request.
AP Photo / Carlos Osorio
Mayor hearing: Detroit Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick, stands left, with his attorney Juan Mateo, center, and Doug Baker, a 
special prosecutor with the attorney general's office, in Wayne County Circuit Court in Detroit on Sept 4 Kilpatrick pleaded 
guilty to a pair of felony obstruction charges in a sex-and-misconduct scandal and will step down after months of defiantly 
holding onto his job The mayor made the plea during a court hearing Sept 4 m a perjury and misconduct case. Former 
Police Chief Ella Bully-Cummmgs retired the same day as part of a plea deal in two criminal cases.
Error-prone 
crime lab
By Corey Williams
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (AP) — The Detroit police crime lab 
was shut down by the city's new mayor and police 
chief after an outside audit found errors in some 
evidence used to prosecute cases involving murder 
and other crimes, officials said Thursday.
Wrongful convictions are a possibility, according 
to the audit, conducted by the Michigan State Police. 
Wayne County prosecutor Kym Worthy also noted 
that some criminals may have gone uncharged 
because of the lab’s shortcomings.
“We have no idea how many people are walking 
around that have committed crimes we don’t know 
about,” said Worthy, who blamed the problems on 
human error, as well as a lack of __ 
funding, resources and training.
The audit found erroneous or 
false findings in 10 percent of 2(X) 
random cases and subpar quality 
control compliance at the lab.
Worthy said.
The report revealed a “shaking 
level of imcompctcnce" in the lab 
and constitutes a systemic problem, 
she said at a news conference.
When it came to recognized work 
standards, the lab met only 42 
percent of a required 100 percent.
Worthy said.
Mayor Ken Cockrel Jr. and 
Police Chief James Barren made the decision to shut 
down the Detroit lab and use the state police lab for all 
Detroit criminal investigations. Tie lab commander 
was also relieved of duty. Barren said.
Officials have also started what will probably be 
an expensive and time-consuming analysis of past 
cases going back years in which lab findings were 
used or admitted into evidence. Worthy said.
"This may be only the tip of the iceberg." Cockrel 
said. A more detailed audit report is due next month.
Detroit police 
shut down
Firearms work at the city police lab, housed in 
a former school outside downtown, first was halted 
in the spring after a firearms expert hired by defense 
attorney Marvin Barnett told Worthy about findings 
in his client’s double-murder case.
The lab had determined that 42 shell casings from 
a May 2(X)7 sh(x>ting were from the same weapon. 
State police later determined two different weapons 
were used. Worthy then ordered the audit.
Jarrhod Williams pleaded guilty to two counts 
of first-degree premeditated murder before the audit 
results. Barnett said. Williams hasn't been sentenced, 
and Worthy said he should be given the option 
of withdrawing his plea and getting a new trial, or 
continuing the plea.
But his attorney wants the case dismissed.
“I anticipated there would be 
some problems,” Barnett told 
The Associated Press. “I never 
anticipated an audited error rate 
of 10 percent. It’s not the tip of 
the iceberg. It’s the iceberg itself. 
The question is. how big is the 
glacier?’
Barren has reassigned the 
lab as an evidence collection 
point and will move its 33 police 
officers to other positions. The 
lab’s 35 civilian employees will 
get more training.
“As prosecutors. we 
completely rely on the findings 
of police crime lab experts every 
day in court, and we present this information to our 
juries," Worthy said. “Ami when there arc failures of 
this magnitude, there is a complete betrayal of trust. 
We feel betrayed, as prosecutors.”
The problems at the lab follow a months-long 
text-messaging sex scandal involving former Mayor 
Kwame Kilpatrick and his ex-top aide. Former Police 
Chief Ella Bully-Cummings retired the same day 
Kilpatrick agreed to resign as part of a plea deal.
“We have no 
idea how many 
people are walking 
around that have 
committed crimes 
we don't know 
about/'
KYM WORTHY
WAYNE COUNTY PROSECUTOR
South Korea urges 
stronger military 
as tensions grow
By Hyung-Jin Kim
Associated Press Writer
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
— South Korean President l>ee 
Myung-bak called for a stronger 
military Friday as tensions grew 
over North Korea’s nuclear 
program and his foreign minister 
warned that disarmament talks 
could go "back to square one."
"We should become a strong 
military because we must 
unconditionally defeat any 
provcx:ation.” Lee said after 
watching a military firepower 
demonstration at an army training 
site north of Seoul, according to 
South Korean media pcxil reports.
North Korea has ratcheted up 
tensions in a standoff over its nuclear 
programs w ith a series of moves to 
reactivate its recently mothballed 
atomic facilities in violation of an 
international disarmament pact.
L>ee. a conservative, pro-U.S. 
politician, Uxik office in February 
with a pledge to get tougher toward 
communist North Korea.
The firepower demonstration
— involving 2 jtXX) troops, 
sophisticated fighter jets and tanks
— was the largest of its kind in 
South Korea. U.S. Apache attack 
helicopters also Uxik part in the 
event, according to the South 
Korean Defense Ministry.
The ministry said the
demonstration was designed to. 
mark the military's founding 60; 
years ago and had nothing to do- 
w ith nuclear tensions.
Earlier this week. North Korea- 
ordered U.N. nuclear monitors’ 
to leave, saying it would reinsert, 
nuclear material into a plutonium-] 
producing facility within a week.
North Korea had agreed last; 
year to disable its nuclear facility at' 
Yongbyon in exchange for aid and 
other concessions. But it recently^ 
stopped its disablement work and! 
began reassembling the complex’s, 
reprocessing plant to protest! 
Washington’s refusal to remove it] 
from a list of terrorism-sponsoring] 
countries.
The United States says North 
Korea should first accept an 
international plan to verify its- 
accounting of nuclear programs if! 
it wants to be taken off the terror! 
list. North Korea has rejected the! 
demand as a unilateral disarmament] 
attempt.
“We arc faced with a difficult _ 
situation where this (negotiation)- 
is not moving forward and may go- 
back to square one," South Korean 
Foreign Minister Yu Myung-hwan. 
said earlier Friday in a speech at 
Seoul National University.
Yu said North Korea may be; 
reversing his disarmament steps 
until the U.S. elects a new president 
in early November.
AP Photo i Ba* Jae man
Fear building: South Korean President Lee Myung bak (2nd row center) cheers 
with South Korean soldiers after watching a joint military exercise between South 
Korea and the U.S. Friday Nuclear negotiations with North Korea are in danger 
of going "back to square one," South Korea's top diplomat said Friday, as the 
communist nation continued to move toward restarting its atomic program
(
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AP Photo
China in space: Chinese astronauts, left to right, Jing Haipeng, Zhai Zhigang and 
Liu Bommg during a send-off ceremony before the launch of the Shenzhou 7 space 
craft at the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center in northwest China's Gansu province, on 
Thursday.
China mission to 
feature spacewalk
By Wai-Bor
Associated Press Writer
JIUQUAN, China (AP) - 
China launched a three-man crew 
into space Thursday, including one 
who will make the country’s first 
spacewalk — its most challenging 
mission since its first orbital flight 
in 2003.
The Shenzhou 7 spacecraft, 
China’s third manned mission, 
blasted off atop a Long March 
2F rocket into a clear night sky in 
northwestern China.
The spacewalk could occur 
either Friday or Saturday, 
depending on how well the 
astronauts adapt to weightlessness 
and other physical demands of 
their environment, according to the 
China Manned Space Engineering 
Office. The astronauts would 
return to Earth soon afterward, the 
office said.
Underscoring the mission’s 
weighty political overtones. 
President Hu Jintao was shown 
live on state television before 
blastoff praising the crew at the 
launch site near the northwestern 
town of Jiuquan.
“You will definitely accomplish
this glorious and sacred mission. 
The motherland and the people 
are looking forward to your 
triumphant return,” Hu told the 
three, who were dressed in their 
flight suits and stood behind glass 
to avoid germs.
Following the announcement 
of a successful launch, Hu 
congratulated the crew and 
ground controllers, calling it the 
“first victory of the Shenzhou 7 
mission.”
The launch was carried live 
on state television in a display of 
China’s growing confidence in the 
16-year manned space program. 
Shortly before the transmission 
ended, one of the crew reported in 
that all were in good condition and 
had extended the three-module 
spacecraft’s solar panels.
The mission, expected to last 
three to four days, is devoted 
almost entirely to the spacewalk. 
The event is expected to help 
China master the technology for 
docking two orbiters to create 
China’s first space station in the 
next few years.
China’s last manned mission 
was in 2005, two years after the 
country first put a man into orbit.
Pakistan: Citizens must support U.S. war
AP Photo / Anjum Naveed
Protesting war: Activists of a Pakistan's civil society hold a protest to condemn 
the military operation in country's tribal regions, Wednesday, in Islamabad, 
Pakistan. Pakistani troops are locked in grinding campaigns against militants in 
three tribal regions of the northwest that have left hundreds dead and forced 
more than 500,000 to flee their homes.
By Munir Ahmad
Associated Press Writer
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) 
— Pakistan’s new president said 
he was trying to convince his 
country to support the war against 
Islamic extremists, after a group 
that claimed responsibility for tlie 
Marriott Hotel bombing threatened 
more attacks.
The attack in the capital 
Islamabad and the new threats 
underscored the danger Islamist 
militants pose to Pakistan, where 
al-Qaida and Taliban fighters 
have established bases in tribal 
regions along the border with 
Afghanistan.
The U.S. has pushed Pakistan 
to crack down on the northwest 
bases, even launching its own 
attacks, but those American strikes 
have outraged a population already 
unhappy with Pakistan’s alliance 
with the United States.
Pakistani President Asif Ali 
Zardari told reporters Wednesday 
on the sidelines of the U.N. 
General Assembly in New York 
that international support for 
Pakistani anti-terror efforts was 
important but that unilateral U.S. 
strikes undermined efforts to win 
“hearts and minds.”
“There is the physical 
dimension, there is the economic 
side,” Zardari said, according to 
the state-run Associated Press of 
Pakistan. “The idea is to increase 
acceptance of the fight inside
Pakistan and outside Pakistan, and 
we are striving to improve on this 
idea.”
Authoritiesal so boosted security 
at Islamabad’s international airport 
Thursday after a telephone threat 
warned a suicide bomber would 
attack the facility.
Flights were not affected and 
more than an hour after the time 
the caller said the strike would take 
place, no such attack had happened, 
said senior airport security officer 
Col. Ashraf Faiz.
Meanwhile, in a cell phone 
message to reporters, the little 
known group calling itself 
“Fedayeen al-lslam” — “Islam 
commandos” — called on Pakistan 
to stop cooperating with the United 
States and referred to the owner 
of the Marriott in Islamabad by 
name.
“All those who will facilitate 
Americans and NATO crusaders 
like (hotel owner Sadruddin) 
Haswani, they will keep on 
receiving the blows,” said the 
message in English.
It was impossible to verify the 
identity of the group or say whether 
it was in a position to make good 
on the threat.
The group in an earlier 
message claimed responsibility for 
Saturday’s truck bombing at the 
Marriott Hotel where 53 people 
were killed and more than 270 
were wounded.
The U.S. has stepped up attacks 
on suspected militants in the
frontier area, mostly by missiles 
fired from unmanned drones 
operating from Afghanistan. The 
incursions — especially a ground 
raid into South Wa/iristan by 
American commandos Sept. 3 — 
have angered many Pakistanis.
On Wednesday, Pakistan’s army 
said it had found the wreckage
of a suspected surveillance drone 
in South Wazinstan, but denied 
claims by Pakistani intelligence 
officials that troops and local 
people shot down the aircraft.
The army statement said 
security forces recovered the daine 
but it did not say anything about 
the plane’s origin.
Join Peace Corps
COME TO AN INFORMATION 
SESSION AND LEARN MORE
Tuesday September 30th 
6:00 p.m.
2263 Kirkhoff 
Allendale campus
www.peacecorps.gov | 800.424.8580
Welcome Jewish Students 
Please come join us for the High Holidays at
Chabad House of Western Michigan
2615 Michigan St Grand Rapids MI (616) 957-0770
No Membership Required
Date Holidav Services Special
Sep. 30 Rosh Hashnah
10 am
Shofer
Blowing 1 pmOct. 1 Rosh Hashnah
Oct. 8 Yom Kippur Eve Kol Nidrai at 7:00 pm
Oct. 9 Yom Kippur Shabbat /Welcome
Oct. 14
Sukkoth begins
Dinner
10 Sep. 26
am 8:15pm
R.s.v.p.
616-828-2340
Oct. 15
Oct 21
Simchat Torah
Oct. 22
Web ChbadWM com E-mail ChabadGVSU r/.gmail com
The off-HIHH
Our Brand New Community Center!
Full Court Basketball Gym - Free Tanning - Aerobics 
Fitness Room - Lounge- Theater - Game Room (Pool Table)
For More Info:
10255 42nd Ave.
Visit us Online at: 
www.campusviewhousmg.com
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Providing Grand Valley State Students The
★ SHORTEST Walking Distance
if PRIVATE Shuttle for Convenience
♦ TWO Rapid Stops At Complex
* FURNISHED is an Option
COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASS
invites you and a guest to a 
special advance screening.
Corporations have time, 
money, and power on their side. 
Ail Bob Kearns had was the truth.
Based on the true story
Academy Award* Nominee Greg Kinnear
CD www.flashofgenius.net
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EDITORIAL
No to Proposal 2
Proposal 2 may seem in the best interest of 
embryonic stem cell research in Michigan, but 
its ambiguous language is something that should 
not be supported by voters on Nov. 4.
Embryonic stem cell research in Michigan has its benefits. Researchers 
will no longer have to leave the state to find legal jobs and patients would 
be assisted by the possible cures embryonic stem cell research can provide.
A boost in the state’s economy and saving lives are reasons enough to allow 
embryonic stem cell research to take place.
Proposal 2 has good cause, but its external appearance and what it truly 
says are two completely different things.
Tlie proposal may allow embryonic stem cell research to take place under 
certain state and federal regulations; however, there aren’t any federal laws 
to regulate or properly license the research. State and federal legislation are 
restricted to what can be done if research is taken to an unethical level.
The rules set forth by Proposal 2 are reasonable and justified: Embryos 
that are to be discarded otherwise can now be used for embryonic stem cell 
research. However, the misleading language of when and where legislation 
can step in does not protect those people who are benefiting from the 
research.
Embryonic stem cell research is a necessity, and the amount of good it can 
do is rewarding. But restricting the legislators who are there to protect the 
ethics of research opens the door to a wide array of dangerous possibilities.
An amendment to allow embryonic stem cell research should be added to 
Michigan’s Constitution, but Proposal 2 should not be a consideration. It’s 
the responsibility of the state and federal governments to protect patients and 
regulate research, but Proposal 2 restricts that from taking place.
Proposal 2 seems like a beneficial idea on the outside, but its language and 
governmental restriction could be harmful to the very people it is trying to 
save.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Pastor Tom is the name that 1 like to 
call the group that has stirred up so much 
controversy this week. In most cases, 
the student body is up in arms against 
these people. But the question I want to 
ask you students is: Why are you even 
there'.' Are you there because you want to 
learn more about their beliefs, or to see a 
spectacle and maybe even start a fight?
Upon looking at the history of 
Christianity, we see a history marked 
with many divisions. Pastor Tom, 
also officially known as Soulwinners 
Ministry International, is no different. 
They have a different religious view and 
here specifically to inform you of that 
view. While it may not agree with the 
views of the majority of Christians, it 
still is their view, and they have chosen 
to express it here on campus in a free 
speech zone. It has to take guts to preach 
your faith when you know that you are 
going into a hostile crowd, and you 
have to give them some kind of credit 
for being able to stand in there and not 
totally lose their minds with the constant 
shouting.
While I don’t believe the things they 
are preaching and feel quite upset over 
what is being said, I don’t feel the right 
course of action is to debate with them. I 
heard a student say in response to them 
preaching that they are sinless, that their 
judging people is indeed a sin. The Bible
does in fact state that judging people is a 
sin. but by debating with them, how are 
we any different?
If you really want to learn about 
Christianity and real Christ love, why 
don’t you check out one of the many 
Christian organizations here on campus? 
Any of these groups would be more 
than happy to welcome you in and show 
you a different breed of Christianity 
than the hate that is being preached 
outside of AuSable Hall. In fact, you can 
wander into Cook-DeWitt at any time 
throughout the day and talk to any of the 
great ministers there about any questions 
or concerns you may have.
By standing and listening to the 
Soulwinners group, you are only giving 
them what they want, an audience. There 
will be no consensus reached when you 
debate with them, so why even try? They 
are here to preach about their views, not 
listen to yours. And they are so firmly set 
in their ways that no human can change 
that.
So I figure the next time that I walk 
past them and hear them say that I am 
going to hell. I’m going to just keep 
walking, tum my cheek, and get ready 
for the next insult because that is what 
my Jesus would do.
Colin Uren 
GVSU junior
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Valley Vote
Should Palestine and Israel become 
one state under one leadership?
Yes: 20.34% No: 79.66%
This week s question:
Who performed better in the 
Sept. 26 presidential debate?
Vote online at 
Lanthorn.com
GVL OPINION POLICY -
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
Iuinthom opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of 
the Grand Valley I .an thorn.
The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes 
rc;idcr viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author’s name 
and be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person. 
Letters will be checked by an employee of 
the Grand Valley l.anthorn.
Ijettcrs appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and 
condense letters and columns for length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be 
held responsible for errors that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be 
withheld for compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
GVL / Elliot Slenk
EDITORIAL CARTOON
YOUR INSIGHTS
What would you $700 billion?
"Provide health care to 
the people in the nation 
who can't afford it.”
Erin Tincknell
Sixth-year student 
Radiation Therapy 
Troy, Mich.
"Share it with people 
and have them be able 
to experience other 
cultures with people 
that they normally 
wouldn't (get to know)."
Hanna Partlo
Sophomore 
Business 
Carroll, Mich.
GVL STUDENT OPINION
"I'd buy an island, 
and save $1 billion for 
myself. Then, I'd find 
a random homeless 
person on the side of 
the road and just give 
the rest to him to make 
his day."
David Stoll
Senior
Electrical Engineering 
Muskegon, Mich.
do with
Shavonscia Morales
Junior 
Accounting 
Chicago, III.
"I'd make a really sweet 
movie. I would buy my 
own studio and make 
my own production 
company and do 
whatever I want."
Mark Dickart
Senior
Film and Video, Sociology 
Comstock Park, Mich.
•4*
"I would pay off my 
student loans and I 
would buy a car, and 
I would probably buy 
a house for my mom. 
Those are my priorities."
Live-in benefits are must-have
Greg M. 
Schumaker
( A ! < nlmimisl
Gay people have health 
problems too?
Surely since they work 
out all the time, never drink 
or smoke, take lots of vitamin 
supplements and surround 
themselves with rainbows, they 
must be immune to disease — 
especially depression.
Plus, they're not even real 
humans. All they do is listen to 
Cher, keep the flannel fashion 
industry afloat and hold hands 
in public to spite candid 
preachers.
I don’t even know why 
those obnoxious people would 
yell at homosexuals since 
they’re a subset of humanity 
not even honored with having 
a soul.
Oh, sorry. I guess I was 
just channeling the thoughts 
of someone like Rep. Dave
Agema. R-Grandville, who is 
making a big fuss over Grand 
Valley State University’s recent 
adoption of live-in benefits for 
faculty.
You see, despite similar 
employee benefit plans at 
amazing schools like the 
University of Michigan, 
Michigan State, Central and 
Michigan Tech, Agema is still 
crying the program is illegal.
Michigan voted to ban gay 
marriage several years ago 
because the Bush campaign 
was scaring your grandfather 
into thinking he’d have to be 
married to one of his fishing 
buddies.
It is the same ignorant 
mindset that repealed 
affirmative action a couple 
years ago and shrank our 
school’s minority admissions.
Yet like weeds growing 
through the sidewalk cracks, 
brilliant universities like our 
own and our neighbors have 
struggled to work around the 
rights-limiting laws that were 
somehow voted in.
We hired Jeanne J. Arnold 
to act as the vice president for 
Inclusion and Equity. Every 
day the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs works hard to remind 
us we're not all white and rich.
Now GVSU is following 
other progressive colleges 
to remain competitive in the 
faculty market by adopting 
live-in benefits. It makes sure 
about an additional 20 staff' 
members and whoever lives 
with them will have good 
health coverage.
While it’s a great offer, gay 
faculty members deserve it if 
they’ve managed to stay with 
their partner for 18 months. 
That’s about three years in gay 
time.
The longest I’ve had a 
boyfriend is six, and we broke 
up once midway through. 
However, I can assure you 
I did get sick once and he 
managed to take care of me.
So you see, we gay people 
also have immune systems 
that run like Windows Vista 
— clunky and unpredictable.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
This man has appeared on 
GVSU’s campus a number 
of times, though I have never 
stopped to watch because I am 
a strong enough believer in 
my Christian faith that I don’t 
need some tyrant yelling at 
me. trying to make me mad 
and trying to get a response 
out of me . This man is one of 
the many who give Christians 
a bad name, and is turning 
people away.
When reading what 
Michael Venyah is telling 
students as they stop to listen 
or walk by makes me angry 
and sad all at once. I’m upset, 
of course, by the way he is 
treating others “under Jesus’ 
name,’’ and I pity him. He is so 
far from the truth he can’t even 
think straight.
Matthew 7: II says, “Many 
false prophets will appear and 
deceive many people.”
He is one of these and he 
doesn’t even realize it.
Here’s why:
Venyah says he is perfect, 
or free from sin. Yet. in 
Romans 3:23 we read. “For
all have sinned and fall short 
of the glory of God.” It’s right 
there. He is not perfect, just as 
I am not, just as you are not, 
and so forth. Everyone sins, 
even when we do our best to 
follow God. But why does 
God allow this sin? Because 
he loves us enough to give 
us freedom of choice in our 
actions. In addition, without 
sin, where is forgiveness? He 
forgives us and believes that 
we can become better people 
— through Him, we can.
In Matthew 7:1 Jesus 
says, “Do not judge others, 
or you too will be judged.’’ 
This is exactly what this man 
is doing and by doing so he is 
condemning himself to that 
same judgment. What Venyah 
is preaching reminds me of 
colonial days when priests 
scared their congregations into 
being pious with talk of hell 
fire and brimstone. You are not 
going to hell because of one 
single action, because all sin 
separates us from God. which 
makes every sin equal.
James 2:10 says, “For
whoever keeps the whole law 
and yet stumbles at just one 
point is guilty of breaking all 
of it.’’
If you watch the slideshow 
on the Lanthorn’s Web page 
about the article, you will see a 
man holding a shirt that quotes 
Psalm and says, “All sinners 
will be destroyed.” However, 
there is hope, which is not 
something on which Venyah is 
focusing. That hope is Christ. 
With God's New Testament 
there is a new promise, a 
new hope, a new form of 
“guidelines” that He desires us 
to follow in order to be closer 
to Him. Christ came to Earth 
in order that sin be demolished 
for whoever believes in Him. 
This is God’s gift of grace 
and love to us — not hate and 
abandonment.
1 John 4:9 says, “This is 
how God showed his love 
among us: He sent His one and 
only Son into the world that we 
might live through Him.”
Venyah may believe he 
has good intentions, but what 
he is doing is forming hate.
Though rare, colds have 
prevented me from freak 
dancing in the past.
Still, Agema whines that 
our price for tuition will rise 
because the gays can now 
afford yearly physicals, and not 
because he and his party have 
turned a blind eye to public 
investment or helped to cause 
the economic meltdown we 
now face.
Really you would’ve 
thought Agema would fully 
supported the live-in benefits. 
Then peers like Sen. Larry 
Craig, R-Idaho, could be 
assured the men they’re 
secretly fondling in public 
restrooms have insurance to 
remain healthy.
For if scumbag hypocrites 
are given health care, shouldn’t 
we all? Especially our beloved 
professors’ families?
gschumaker@ lanthorn jcom
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com 
for a column by 
Nicole Avery
By calling people hypocrites 
as he’s trying to spread the 
good news of Christ is not 
what God would want — how 
is offending and angering 
people going to want to make 
people to listen and learn about 
Christ? This is hateful, sinful 
behavior in and of itself, of 
which God does not partake.
Of course, many students 
have been rallying to get this 
guy kicked oft of campus. But 
I think we could all easily solve 
this problem if we stopped 
paying attention to him. Let 
him call you names, tell you 
you’re going to hell and shout 
in your face. He wants your 
reaction. What can he do if 
you just pass him by without 
a glance or second thought? I 
think that would speak louder 
than fighting back. You can’t 
argue with these people, so 
why even try? He’s like the 
elementary school kid who 
wants attention and will keep 
acting out if you give it to him.
Karin Armbruster 
GVSU senior
f l
Lauren Sibula, Laker Life Editor
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Family Weekend gives peek into college life
Parents, siblings experience college life with Grand Valley 
student in weekend of fun, food and football
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Staff Writer
Everyone likes an opportunity to show off, and 
this weekend students showed off where they live, 
learn, work and, most importantly, where they eat.
Family Weekend ran Friday through Sunday, 
and although it was primarily targeted toward 
families, all students could attend the festivities, 
said Assistant Director of Student Life LxaAnn 
Tibbe.
Family Weekend is popular due to the events 
scheduled. Parents want to be active in their 
students’college experience, and Family Weekend 
is one way to do it, Tibbe said.
“Parents can say, ‘This is what you get to do 
every day, what you get to eat every day,”’ she 
added, stating parents often receive a more personal 
tour of campus during Family Weekend.
Saturday morning began in River Landing from 
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. with Pancakes with Presidents, 
a time for families to come by for breakfast before 
heading out to the rest of the events.
President Thomas J. Haas and Student Senate 
President Autumn Trombka, along with several 
other student presidents from Grand Valley State 
University, represented the university by flipping 
pancakes for a $5 donation.
“I am supposedly the ‘face of the students’ so 
\ it’s important that I meet their families,” Trombka 
said. “Pancakes with Presidents is a lot of fun, and 
I don’t mind flipping pancakes."
Senior Patience De Roo and her mother Laura
De Roo agreed the pancake breakfast was a 
delicious way to begin their day, which included 
a trip to the Civil War reenactment at the Cook- 
Carillon Clock Tower. However, they looked 
forward to talking and touring the campus, which 
is a popular option during Family Weekend.
“I can finally see the new apartment,” Laura 
said. “1 haven’t seen it since Patience moved in 
this summer.”
In previous years, GVSLJ’s chapter of Habitat 
for Humanity held its annual Lost and Found Sale 
at the Clock Tower, but President Sarah Heins said 
they got more traffic in their new position in Lot F 
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., with customers 
coming as early as 9:30 a.m.
High-ticket items included iPods, USB drives 
and graphing calculators, while the tables also 
held a variety of umbrellas, GVSU sweatshirts 
and jewelry. Students and families could purchase 
items by donations at suggested prices, Heins 
said.
The Habitat for Humanity sale gave the Guest 
family, who visited freshman Brittany Guest 
for the weekend, a chance to browse for an mp3 
player, which father Greg Guest said the children 
seem to keep breaking.
“ This is a great opportunity to give back to the 
community, and there are good bargains,” Greg 
said.
Like the De R(X)s, the Guest family wanted to 
look around the GVSU campus. After Brittany left 
for school, her siblings wanted to see where she
Flapjacks with Haas: University President Thomas J Haas 
Saturday morning during Pancakes with Presidents.
was living and where she was sleeping. Family 
Weekend provided them the perfect opportunity, 
Greg said.
In Kirkhof Center, a carnival provided a wide 
variety of activities, games and prizes hosted by 
GVSU’s student organizations.
These booths included cookie decorating, 
cotton candy giveaway, classic photo taking
GVl / Nicole Somerville
flips pancakes and interacts with students and family
and picture frame decorating. Tables accepted 
donations, which benefited the respective student 
organizations.
sskowronek@lanthorn com
See more: Go to the photo 
page on A8
Peace Corps gives 
students chance 
to give back
By Katie Wendt
GVL Staff Writer
From promoting HIV/AIDS 
awareness in Kenya to working on 
small-business development in the 
I Dominican Republic, volunteers 
in the U.S. Peace Corps serve in 
a variety of ways in developing 
countries around the world.
Students can hear about a Peace 
Corps representative’s experience 
and find out how to get involved 
after graduation in an informational 
sfession Tuesday night at Grand 
Valley State University.
Instead of applying for a career 
right after college, joining the Peace 
Corps gives students a chance to 
work in their area of expertise in 
another country.
“The Peace Corps places people 
in assignments where their skills 
are at.” said Carrie Teiken. the 
Peace Corps representative coming 
to GVSU. “If their bachelor’s 
degree is in business, then they w ill 
probably be placed in a business 
advising position."
Volunteers must be at least 18 
years old. and most assignments 
require a bachelor’s degree. 
Although participants’ ages 
range from 18 to 80, Peace 
Corps Recruitment Coordinator 
Clifton Johnson said post-college
graduation is a beneficial time to 
join.
“Most people serv ing right after 
college have fewer obligations and 
a genuine interest in giving back 
before settling into an American 
career,” Johnson said!*
Service with the Peace Corps 
also looks gixxl on a job resume or 
an application for graduate school, 
he added. Although Johnson said 
applicants 
should not 
serve for that 
reason alone, 
it shows 
schools anti 
employers to 
look at both 
a student’s 
personal and 
professional 
experience.
“I have 
spoken with 
numerous
admissions staff people at graduate 
institutions who state there are 
two stacks for applicants: One 
stack for those with Peace Corps 
experience and another stack for 
those without,” Johnson said.
Since volunteers serve in a 
country overseas, many will have to 
learn a foreign language. Through 
intensive language training, they
“I want to discover who 
it is I want to be outside 
of college and work, and 
all the standard things 
that define where I am 
at this point in my life.”
BECCA DANZ
GVSU SENIOR
Giving: A Peace Corps volunteer works
can become fluent in another 
language,Teiken said.
Other benefits are volunteers 
recei ve 48 days of vacation, med ical 
and dental care, housing coverage 
and $6jOOO upon the completion 
of service, according to the Peace 
Corps Web site.
“All those 
tangible 
benefits we 
provide recent 
graduates pale 
in comparison to 
the opportunity 
to simply live 
and serve in 
another country 
for two years,” 
Johnson said.
He added 
the greatest 
reward for the 
volunteers is personal growth and 
development.
GVSU senior Becca Danz 
said she plans to serve in the 
Peace Corps upon graduating in 
December. Danz hopes she will 
leave with a greater understanding 
of herself as an individual.
“I want to discover who it is 1
Courtesy Photo / www peacecorps.gov
in the fields of Guatemala.
want to be outside of college and 
work, and all the standard things 
that define where I am at this point 
in my life,’* Danz said.
The application prtx.'ess is 
lengthy, Johnson added, but 
recruiters want to be certain that 
applicants arc “mot i vated.qual ified, 
healthy, free of legal obligations and 
generally prepared for two years of 
service.” he said.
The process can take up to nine 
to 12 months and consists of three 
steps: Completing an application 
and interviewing, submitting 
medical and legal qualification and 
preparing to depart.
Peace Corps volunteers can 
serve in the Caribbean. Mexico and 
Central America, South America, 
North Africa, the Middle East, 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia or 
the Pacific Islands.
The Peace Corps information 
meeting will be held Tuesday at 
Kirkhof from 6 to 8 p.m. in Room 
2263. For students interested in 
the Peace Corps who are unable 
to attend the meeting, visit http:// 
www.peacecorps.com for more 
information.
kwendt@ lanthorn com
am Grand Valley' honors student leaders
By Jessica Richardson
GVl. Staff Writer
At any time of the day. Grand Valley State 
University clothing items can be purchased in 
the university bookstores or online. However, 
one T-shirt cannot be bought, it must be earned.
Throughout campus, blue T-shirts exclaiming 
“I am Grand Valley" can be seen by a diverse 
group of students.
GVl Archive / Jin* Newton
Recognition: Erin Matero wears her ”1 Am Grand 
Valley" T-shirt at a football game last semester
campaign designed to recognize students who 
are essential to the GVSU community. Students 
are nominated by peers and faculty who feel 
they have demonstrated strong commitment to 
GVSU.
Students who are accepted into the campaign 
attend an induction ceremony and receive the 
T-shirt that is now famous on campus.
“T-shirts are a great start, and Grand Valley 
does a gixxl job of acknowledging its student 
leaders.” said DJ. Koessler, programming life 
staff assistant in the Office of Student Life. “As a 
leader, most of the recognition and appreciation 
comes from within your student organization 
and from the people you affect the most."
“I am Grand Valley” was created not only to 
recognize student leadership, but also to inspire 
other student involvement.
Suzanne Cutway, cixxxlinator of the “I am 
Grand Valley" campaign said the T-shirts arc a 
way to get students talking atxxit leadership.
“These T-shirts are designed to get people 
asking questions about how they can get 
involved on campus and then lead them to take 
ixi leadership roles." Cutway said.
She believes volunteering is showing 
leadership at its best. She noted the experience 
students gain from volunteering in the Grind 
Rapids community enriches leadership on 
campus.
Cutway said she urges students to take on 
leadership positions — either by volunteering ix- 
in clubs and ixgamzations — as the effects will 
impact their own lives after graduation as well.
“The skills you learn become invaluable.
especially if you are looking to use them 
professionally out of college,” Cutway said.
Kixrssler noted the honor he felt when he was 
inducted.
“It’s a surprise, and you don’t realize the 
impact you’ve had on your organization and its 
members,” Koessler said. “By setting a positive 
example for others to follow, these leaders arc 
bettering ixir community.”
He also said the nxit of leadership is about 
serving ixhers.
"By volunteering, students are setting an 
example for others to follow and improving our 
community,” he added.
GVSU offers religious, professional and 
special interest groups for students, and Koessler 
suggests students find something they arc 
interested in to become the most effective leader 
possible.
Alumna Julia Roberts noted the T-shirts are a 
great way to promote school spirit and service.
“It was one of the first GVSU shirts I got. 
and I loved the idea behind it,” Roberts said. 
“It’s part school spirit and part recognition for 
students who wear it, it’s great!”
Roberts said recognition for leadership lies in 
the hands of stixlents fix- the campaign.
“1 wcxild enccxirage rrxxe students to be 
involved on campus, to take leadership positions 
and to nominate the people that they see as 
leaders and doers on the campus," Roberts said.
To nixninate a student for the “I Am Grant! 
Valley" campaign, visit http://www.gvsu.edu/ 
iamgv.
jrichandson® lanthorn com
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Laker Life Editor
College students around the 
globe have been introduced 
to hundreds of legends related 
to alcohol consumption, and 
many students do not know 
what to believe. The Lanthorn 
investigates one of the more 
common assumptions involving 
drinking and sobriety.
Legend
Drinking coffee or eating 
bread while intoxicated will 
sober a person up.
Investigation
Senior Carly Steinhauer has 
heard this legend before and 
believes it may be half-true.
“I believe the bread will sober 
you up more than the coffee 
because it could absorb the 
alcohol that you drink — even 
though it could take a while,” 
she said.
Steinhauer added she 
has personally witnessed 
many college students eating 
carbohydrates after drinking 
a lot, in an attempt to quickly 
sober-up before turning in for 
the evening. Potato chips and 
pretzels are common post­
drinking snacks,she said.
Graduate student Ryan 
Lennon agreed.
“A lot of students think they 
can drink more if they eat carbs 
because it keeps soaking up the 
alcohol,” he said.
There is no denying drinking 
coffee and eating bread make 
people who are intoxicated 
feel better. So how is it that 
coffee and bread make a person 
suddenly feel sober?
“In terms of what you eat after 
drinking, coffee will make you 
feel more alert and carbohydrates 
will settle your stomach a little 
bit, and give you a more stable 
feeling,” said Merritt Taylor, 
assistant professor of biomedical 
sciences.
Knowing the effects of 
caffeine, Steinhauer assumed
drinking coffee while 
intoxicated might be a bad mix. 
She predicted it would keep 
an intoxicated person alert in a 
situation where they are trying to 
sleep and let the alcohol process 
through their system.
“You often suggest to not give 
people who are drunk coffee 
because it just makes them more 
awake, and you want them to 
sleep it off,” Taylor said.
However, just because a 
person may feel sober, does not 
mean they actually are. Lennon 
said there is no magical cure to 
sobering up — the best method 
of getting alcohol through the 
system is to wait.
“The only way to get it out is 
time — letting it pass naturally,” 
he said.
Many students believe 
alcohol sits in the stomach and 
is digested in the same way that 
all other foods and liquids are 
digested. Taylor said alcohol 
goes into the stomach and is 
almost immediately absorbed 
into the bloodstream.
“Once the alcohol is in your 
bloodstream, you’re stuck with 
it there until your liver is able 
to metabolize it and get rid of 
it," he said. “By drinking coffee 
and eating bread you are taking 
the same risks if you hadn’t 
even bothered doing that. You 
won’t be any less drunk, and 
the consequences could be 
terrible.”
End Result
While bread may settle your 
stomach and coffee may make 
you more alert, there is no 
miracle cure for sobering up. The 
key fact to keep in mind is, once 
alcohol is in your bloodstream, 
it just has to be processed.
laker life® lanthorn com
Have a myth 
you want 
investigated?
Visit Lanthorn.com to 
post your legend
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Quick recovery: It has been said eating bread or drinking coffee will help 
students sober up
V
GVSU students welcomed their families to 
campus Friday, Saturday and Sunday to flip 
pancakes w ith presidents, tour campus, 
enjoy a Civil War reenactment and shop 
l for local produce at the Farmer’s Market j 
Ik in this annual event s
m
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Team depth 
shows in 
MTU win
In what was supposed to be 
a duel of two premier GLIAC 
offensive powerhouses Saturday 
night, only one team showed.
The Lakers held up to their end 
of the deal while Michigan Tech, 
was rendered helpless. Tail between 
their legs, the Huskies went 
whimpering back, on what was sure 
to be a long and smelly bus ride, to 
Houghton, Mich.
The Grand Valley State 
University offense flexed a pinky as 
far as offensive potential goes, with 
reserves entering the game to sweep 
up the shards of whatever Huskie 
pride was left on the turf of Lubbers 
Stadium.
ffie reserves even got in on 
the action. Redshirt freshman 
Lawrence Kimble, arguably the 
team’s sixth option at tailback, led 
the team in rushing. Kimble, paired 
with sophomore Justin Sherrod, 
combined for 93 yards rushing and 
a touchdown in the second half. 
Another redshirt freshman. Blair 
Hollis, made several big tackles 
including a tackle for a loss on 
fourth down as the Huskies were 
threatening to score on the l^ker 
goal line.
Junior transfer P.T. Gates 
probably made the best case for 
himself as far as increasing his 
playing time goes. The third- 
string tailback had 46 yards and 
touchdown rushing the ball. In his 
lone touchdown, he set himself 
up. with a 71-yard punt return to 
the Huskie six yard line. He led 
all game players with 144 yards of 
total offense.
After taking a year off of 
football, it appears Gates is starting 
to earn the trust of the leaker 
coaching staff.
It must be hard for Gates, a once 
highly recruited football prospect 
from San Diego County. Calif., 
who broke several Reggie Bush 
high school rushing records, to play 
third fiddle to sophomore James 
Berezik and junior Blake Smolen.
But he seems to be taking it all 
in stride.
He has the moves and the 
quickness to be a contender for a 
starting role and a viable offensive 
threat, however, as a transfer in 
Chuck Martin’s system it takes time 
to earn the coach’s trust.
Greg Gay, yet another redshirt 
freshman, didn’t figure too 
much into the offense entering 
the year either. But an injury to 
junior receiver Ryan Bass and the 
academic ineligibility of Mike 
Koster has Gay lining up wide, 
opposite senior Jonn Mathews, and 
sometimes at tailback to spell the 
triumvirate of Berezik, Smolen and 
Gates.
Gay caught one ball for 18 
yards and added the Lakers’ first 
touchdown on a 2-yard scamper.
Entering the year, youth 
and inexperience were to be a 
weaknesses of this team, but up 
until now the depth of this team is 
what continues to be its strong suit. 
A player goes down with an injury, 
another steps in and takes his place.
And it’s not just a warm body 
on the field — these reserves are 
playing productive snaps.
In total, second, third or nth 
team players outscored the Huskies 
14-6 for the remainder of the game.
And for a good portion of the 
second half those reserves were 
still competing against the same 
offensive and defensive starters of 
the Huskies.
Obviously the lakers are not 
stacked with pseudo-lcieks or 
carbon copies of Dan Skuta in stock 
to back up the starters, but these 
kids do have talent.
Granted, they also make more 
mistakes than starters would and 
get a little nervous, but that is just 
something that goes hand-in-hand 
with being young and a reserve.
Maybe competing against the 
starting offense and defense in 
practice every day is starting to rub- 
off on these guys.
sports® lanthorn xom
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com for 
live blog recap and a 
feature story on GVSU's 
athletic trainers
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Laker strength: Even with a Michigan Tech, player hanging from his back. Grand Valley State University redshirt freshman Greg Gay still stands and makes his way toward the endzone while 
GVSU junior Blake Smolen helps to clear a path.
No. 2 Lakers roll over Huskies
45 first-half points help 
seal GVSU victory 
By Brian Beaupied
GVl. S/torts l-ditor
Mop-up duty began a little earlier 
than usual in the Lakers 52-6 blowout of 
Michigan Technological University at 
Lubbers Stadium Saturday night.
The No. 2 Inkers (4-0) scored on 
their first four possessions and led 45-0 at 
halftime — the most points the team has 
scored in a half since putting up 50 against 
IUPUI in November 2002. The game thus 
saw both Grand Valley State University's 
starting offense and defense exit midway 
through the second quarter.
A strong defense and special teams gave 
the offense a great field position with six of 
the seven scoring drives for GVSU in the 
first half, starting in Huskie territory. This, 
in addition to a young MTU defense prone 
to giving up big plays, put the game out of 
reach early for the Huskies.
After a Greg Gay touchdown run put the 
Lakers up seven, junior quarterback Brad 
Iciek found senior tight end/wide receiver
Jonn Mathews on a 32-yard touchdown 
pass on fourth and nine. Mathews came 
down with the ball despite drawing a 
defensive pass interference call on a Huskie 
defender.
"The ball (from Iciek) is always on the 
money,’’ Mathews said.
“I got pass interference 
on me, and the ball was 
still right there. He's got 
a golden arm."
Mathews had a 
big game for GVSU, 
hauling in four passes 
for 86 yards and two 
touchdowns after only 
having one catch and two 
dropped balls against 
Ferris State University 
on Sept. 20.
"I don't know if last week I just wasn’t 
focused, but it just seemed like everything 
was going wrong,” Mathews said. ”1 just 
had to focus this weekend and make sure 
that, if the ball is in the air. that I’m going 
to get it.”
The leakers totalled 454 yards of 
offense, 250 of which coming in the first 20
minutes of the game. Iciek played well in 
an abbreviated night, completing nine of 10 
passes for 190 yards and four touchdowns.
“You want to play, but it’s always a 
good thing when you’re getting pulled 
because the score is that far out of reach 
that early,” Iciek said. 
“Nobody really cares 
who’s getting the 
ball — we did a good 
job spreading the ball 
around again."
After averaging 
close to 440 yards of 
total offense per game, 
the Huskies were 
limited to just 1% 
against the Leakers. The 
GVSU defensive front 
recorded four sacks 
and 11 tackles for a loss against the MTU 
offense, holding the nation’s leading rusher 
Phil Milbrath to 29 yards on 15 carries.
"The week before (against FSU) we 
didn't prepare as hard as we should,” said 
redshirt freshman linebacker Brad Howard. 
“We want to prove to (the coaches) that we 
can do it, we can be a successful defense.
We worked hard all week and we showed 
tonight that we are that type of defense.”
Howard led the defense with nine 
tackles, two of which for a loss, and an 
interception.
The week of practice leading up to 
Saturday’s game focused on execution 
and being prepared to play, two areas that 
improved against MTU from the Lakers’ 
last game against FSU.
"Obviously, in the first half we were 
smoking," said GVSU head coach Chuck 
Martin. “Our defense suffocated them. 
They can pass, they have a tailback leading 
the nation in scoring and our defense was 
phenomenal. They gave us a couple of 
short fields. When you get up 45-0 at half, 
your kids came ready to play.”
The Lakers will face Tiffin University 
on Saturday in the first football matchup 
between the two schools.
sports@ lanthorn x om
See more:
Visit Lanthorn.com for Chuck 
Martin and Brad Iciek's 
post-game comments
“You want to play, but 
it's always a good thing 
when you're getting pulled 
because the score is that 
far out of reach that early."
BRAD ICIEK
GVSU QUARTERBACK
Dilanni, Tafler join century club
Head coach Dilanni picks up 
100th win, senior Tafler records 
100th goal in same game
By Rebecca Beard
GVl. Senior Reporter
While Friday’s box score will show the Laker 
women’s soccer team as having defeated the 
University of Findlay 3-0, two other significant 
numbers will be missing from the tally.
Grand Valley State University 
head coach Dave Dilanni picked 
up his 100th win as a coach at 
GVSU while senior forward Katy 
Tafler surpassed 100 career goals.
In his sixth season as a Laker,
Dilanni has compiled a record of 
100-13-4, but said he alone is not 
responsible.
“It’s a great indication of the 
players we’ve brought in and the 
recruiting we’ve done." Dilanni 
said. “A lot of credit goes to the 
coaching staff and the kids that are 
getting us those wins.”
Tafler notched two goals in the 
first half of the match, her team- 
leading sixth and seventh of the season, propelling 
her 10 >i total <>l 101 at GVSU.
The Lakers all-time scoring leader knocked 
in her 100th goal just 7:57 into the game with an 
assist from senior forward Ashley Elsass.
“It was a really nice combination play,” Tafler 
said. “Ashley took the ball down the field, beat her 
defender, crossed the ball and I got it.”
While Tafler said she was proud of her 
accomplishment, she did not even realize it 
happened until Dilanni mentioned it at halftime.
“That’s a historic number,” Dilanni said. “But I 
think she’ll tell you she'll want to add a national 
championship to her resume as well.”
The Lakers outshot the Oilers. 25-6, and took 
nine of the game’s 10 corner kicks. The Lakers also 
out-fouled the Oilers 16-10.
Sophomore forward Erika Pitroff added the
third goal of the game with an assist from redshirt 
freshman midfielder Erin Mruz with less than five 
minutes left to play in the second 
period.
The Laker defense held the
Oilers to six shots, with just
one on goal. Senior goalkeeper 
Kristina Nasturzio turned the lone 
shot away for her seventh shutout 
of the season and the 37th of her 
career.
“Something that doesn’t get 
much credit is our defenders 
and goalkeepers,” Dilanni
said. “They’ve done a great job 
eliminating opportunities.”
The game marked the Lakers 
17th straight GLIAC and 28th 
straight regular season victory, but 
Nasturzio said the winning streak 
is not a primary focus for the team.
“Everyone looks only at the game ahead,” she 
said. “Then you have to just move on to the next — 
but obviously we want to win every game.”
There are more important issues for the team to 
focus on. Dilanni said.
“We don’t even talk about (going undefeated),” 
he said. “We’re going through the first leg of
GVl Archive / Andrew Mills
Winding up: Junior forward Ine Dennis moves the ball down 
field during Grand Valley State University's game against 
Ashland on Sept 21
conference games and we’re trying to maintain 
our first-place standing and get home-field 
advantage.”
After a span of seven of their last eight games 
played on the road, the Lakers will return home to 
take on Northwood University at 4 p.m. on Friday.
rheard@ lanthorn .com
It's a great indication 
of the players we've 
brought in and the 
recruiting we've 
done.”
DAVE DilANNI
GVSU HEAD COACH
r
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Out of reach: Senior tight end Jonn Mathews catches the ball and runs past the grasps of an 
opposing Michigan Tech player. The Lakers slaughtered the Huskies at Saturday night's game 52-6
Football recap Grand Valley State 52, Michigan Tech. 6
Michigan Tech. 0 0 6 0 — 6 
Grand Valley State 28 17 0 7 — 52
First Quarter
GV—Greg Gay 2 run (Todd Carter kick). 
GV—Jonn Mathews 32 pass from Brad 
Iciek (Carter kick).
GV —Mathews 27 pass from Iciek 
(Carter kick).
GV —Blake Smolen 21 pass from Iciek 
(Carter kick).
Second Quarter
GV—James Berezik 22 pass from Iciek 
(Carter kick).
GV—Carter 28 field goal.
GV —PT. Gates 6 run (Carter kick).
Third Quarter
MT —Keith White 7 pass from Steve Short 
(kick failed).
Fourth Quarter
GV—Justin Sherrod 8 run (Carter kick).
Rushing/Leaders
Mich. Tech. 36-134 (Akeern Cason 11-98) 
Grand Valley St. 47-188 
(Lawrence Kimble 14-56)
Passing/I.eaders
Michigan Tech., Short 8-15-1-66.
Grand Valley St., Iciek 9-10-0-190.
Keceiving/Leaders
Michigan Tech., White 3-28.
Grand Valley St., Mathews 4-86.
Defense/Leaders
Michigan Tech., Chet White (9 tackles). 
Grand Valley St., Brad Howard (9 tackles).
Week 5 GLIAC 
round up
Northwood 31. Findlay 24 
Indianapolis 14, Saginaw Valley 11 
Wayne State 34, Tiffin 18 
Ferris State 31, Northern Michigan 24 
Ashland 24. Hillsdale 17
Inside the 
Numbers
• Lakers are outscoring 
opponents 73-0 in the first 
quarter this season.
• For the third-consecutive 
week the Lakers have faced 
a nationally-ranked GLIAC 
opponent and for the third 
time have won.
• GVSU has won 33-straight 
regular season games this 
fall and 34 in a row in the 
GLIAC.
• The Lakers lead the all- 
time series 19-2, including 
15-straight wins over the 
Huskies dating back to 
1984.
• For the first time this 
season, sophomore tailback 
James Berezik failed to 
reach 1 (X) yards rushing.
He finished with three 
carries for 35 yards and 
two catches for 64 yards.
• Harlon watch: Brad Iciek 
completed nine of 10 
passes for 190 yards and 
four touchdowns. Season 
totals: 52 of 81 for 744 
yards, 10 touchdowns and 
zero interceptions.
Tennis dominates LSSU 8-1
By Grant Wieman
~ 2 GVL Staff Writer
•2 All last week the women’s tennis
- team was preparing for its match
- at Lake Superior State University
- by focusing on more than just its
-opponents.
- 2 The extra measures seemed 
to have paid off on Saturday, as 
the Lakers cruised to an 8-1 win 
— despite the unique playing 
conditions.
To prepare, the team practiced 
indoors on the Fieldhouse Arena 
floor to get a feel for playing on a 
multi-sport surface and the unusual 
effect it can have on a match.
“At Lake Superior it was similar 
to a grass court, which means the 
ball hits and skids,” said GVSU 
head coach John Black. “It doesn't 
bounce up, it stays low, and it 
comes at you quicker than a regular
- tennis court.”
In order to adjust, the team 
took an extra-long warm-up before 
doubles play.
“Every time we’ve gone up to 
play at I.ake State they have played 
us tough in doubles ” Black said.
The Lakers ended doubles play 
up 2-1. but not without a scare.
“It was noticeable in the first
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com fora 
story on women's 
rugby
game that we weren't ready for the 
speed of the courts,” said senior 
Jaime Oppenlander.
Playing No. 1 doubles with 
partner Audrey Koopsen, the 
team had its serve broken in the 
first game of the match before 
eventually winning 9-7.
“I hate getting broke," Koopsen 
said. “We were able to break them 
right back, so it didn't bother me 
too much.”
Koopsen added the results 
would have been different if the 
match had been played on a hard 
court.
“I think if Jaime and I played 
this team outside, we would win by 
a lot more,” she said.
Adding to thedifficult conditions 
were the markings on the court, 
which is also used for basketball 
and volleyball.
“For some of us it turned into 
an advantage,” Black said. “Maria 
(Gassanova) has a power game and
GVL Archive / Craig Harmer 
Anticipation: Senior Katelyn Grashorn 
prepares to smash a forehand across 
the court during a match last season
she used it to her advantage.”
After being held out of early- 
season action. the freshman debuted 
with a 6-2,6-3 victory.
The Lakers lone loss came in 
No. 3 doubles, as freshman Katelyn 
Schaffer and sophomore Jackie 
Shipman were defeated 8-4.
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*
Location matters. We re proud to have 5 ATMs 
on campus, to make your life a little easier.
Lake Michigan Credit Union students also 
receive FREE ATM transactions at all LMCU 
locations including:
• Commons (Lower Level)
• Drtve4Jp Kiosk at 42nd/Pierce
• Rec. Center
• Kirkhof Center
• Kleiner Commons l
MICHIGANi
Open an account online 
today at www.LMCU.org.
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Meadows Crossing...
the New Student Townhome Community Located 
at the 48th Avenue Entrance to GVSU
MeadowsCrossing
smart living
Leasing Office Hours:
9:00 am - 5:00 pm, Monday - Friday 
12:00 pm - 5:00 pm, Saturday
10745 48th Avenue • Allendale, Michigan 49401 • 616-8 92-2700-phone • 616-892-2702-fax • www.meadowscrossing.net
Take advantage of our special offer -
• FREE high speed internet
• FREE cable TV, including 23 premium movie channels
• FREE parking
• FREE water/sewer
• FREE trash removal
Call today 892-2700 for all the details!
Uisit us at our new clubhouse or online at 
uuuHu.meadouuscrossing.net!
Don’t wait... reserve your touunhome today!
left for 2008!
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Laker hockey sees spotlight after defeating WMU
Men turn heads, take 
down D-I Broncos 7-2 
in season opener
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Senior Reporter
With aspirations of winning the 
national championship at Van Andel 
Arena this spring, the Laker men’s 
hockey team is off and running in the 
2008-09 season.
“Everybody is already talking about 
us,” said Grand Valley State University 
head coach Denny McLean. “We’ve got 
a target on our backs, p 
so we might as well 
take that target and run 
with it.”
The Lakers did just 
that in the opening 
game of the season on 
Friday night defeating 
NCAA Division 1 
Western Michigan 
University 7-2.
“(The win)
reassures in our minds 
that we’re the real 
deal and we come to play every day,” 
said junior goaltender Grant Lyon. “It’s 
definitely a g(X)d stepping stone for us. 
This score is definitely going to open 
some eyes around the league."
McLean said he was ecstatic with 
how his team played in the first game.
though the last game is the one the team 
has set its goal on winning.
“There is one big thing at the end of 
the season and that’s the only thing we 
want to do." he said. “We want to play 
in the last game and win it.”
Whether the Lakers reach the "last 
game” remains to be seen, but with wins 
over Division 1 opponents, other teams 
are starting to take notice.
“We already have the respect 
nationally,” said senior forward Nate 
Morang. “It’s just a matter of proving 
it once we get to nationals. It’s a good 
way to start the season off. They’re a 
Division I team so they should be at a 
higher caliber than 
us.”
With the help of a 
few WMU turnovers 
in their own zone, it 
did not take long for 
GVSU to jump to a 
2-0 lead in the first 
period with goals from 
senior defenseman 
Dean Watkins and 
sophomore Matt 
Morang, Nate’s
younger brother.
The difference in the game came 
during a third period WMU power play. 
Trailing 4-2, the Broncos controlled the 
puck in the Laker zone and were turned 
away on numerous scoring opportunities 
before Nate Morang intercepted a pass, 
skated it down the ice and put the puck 
past WMU’s goaltender.
A two-goal lead is considered the 
worst in hockey, but Morang’s goal put 
the Lakers up three and the game out of 
reach for the Broncos.
“That was a total momentum 
changer,” Lyon said. "With a 4-2 score, 
the next goal is huge. If they score (on 
the power play) it puts them right back 
in it.”
Along with sealing the win, the goal 
gave the elder Morang one and an assist 
for the game, while his younger brother 
Matt picked up two goals of his own. 
However, Nate said he and his brother 
do not have a personal competition over 
who scores the most goals.
“When we were younger (we did), 
but not so much anymore," Nate said. 
"It’s a team thing now, but we still do 
razz each other.”
McLean said both are gifted players 
and are very opportunistic.
“They try to lead by example, and 
they did tonight,” he said. "I thought 
that both Matt and Nate had terrific 
games — just an outstanding effort by 
the two of them.”
Shots on goal were fairly even 
throughout as Lyon, a 2008 American 
Collegiate Hockey Association First 
Team All-American, recorded 38 saves 
on 40 shots, while the Lakers fired 43 
shots on the Bronco net.
The Lakers will face Davenport 
next in a weekend series on Friday and 
Saturday.
mku:awa@ lanthorn jcom
“(The win) reassures in 
our minds that we're the 
real deal... This score is 
definitely going to open 
some eyes around the 
league.”
GRANT LYON
JUNIOR GOALTENDER
GVL / Brian Sevald
Possession: GVSU player Derek Williams fights for the puck against WMU defenseman Zach Taylor. The 
Laker men's hockey team was victorious over WMU Friday at the Georgetown Ice Arena
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One-handed: Senior Alex Switzer connects with the ball to complete his 
backhand during a match against Mercyhurst last season
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Volleyball pushes win streak to 11
Men’s tennis endures disappointing weekend
By Emanuel Johnson
GVl. Stuff Writer
Reaching senior leadership status is a role 
some have to ease themselves into, and Grand 
Valley State University’s head coach Deanne 
Scanlon is starting to see this transformation 
among her senior players.
The No. 9 Grand Valley Suite University 
women’s volleyball team extended its present 
winning streak to 11 consecutive matches during 
the weekend, with victories over Saginaw Valley 
State and Like Superior Suite universities and 
strong performances from some of the older 
players.
“It is kind of a process learning how to be 
a senior,” Scanlon said. “There’s that added 
pressure of wanting to leave as a winner — it’s 
a pressure they’ve never really felt before. So 
once that pressure is finally there, you've got 
to figure out how to play with it. These girls arc 
doing a good job.”
With the pair of victories, the team improved 
its record to 14-2 for the season.
In Friday’s contest on the road against SVSU, 
the Lakers dropped one set en mute to a 3-1 
match victory, but Scanlon said the match was 
far tougher than the score indicated.
“Saginaw Valley is a much improved team." 
she said. “It was the first time in a while that 
we’ve gone over there and they’ve challenged 
us like they did. It’s dangerous when you go 
against a team you’re used to beating and they 
up their program like Saginaw did, but we t<x>k 
care of business and came out with the win.”
Senior Jamie Ashmore led the team with 
38 assists, five kills and five digs. Ashmore 
accounted for 83 percent of the team’s assists. 
Senior Danielle Alexander led the Laker offense 
with 20 kills.
Junior Meredith Young led the Laker defense 
with 22 digs.
Saturday the team left Saginaw and headed 
to Sault Ste. Marie to face off against LSSU. 
GVSU claimed a 3-0 shutout victory as Scanlon 
picked up her 27th-straight win against LSSU.
“The focus there was just not losing our 
focus,” Scanlon said. “We expected to go up 
there and win easily and not let our level of play 
go down. and we did that. We got a lot of subs in, 
to get them some valuable experience, and they 
came through for us.”
Ashmore continued her strong play with 
21 assists, eight digs and one kill. Sophomore 
Rebecca Rapin picked up nine kills and six 
blocks while sophomore Janelle Beaudry’ 
chimed in with 12 digs.
The No. 9 Lakers remain undefeated in 
GLIAC play with a 7-0 conference record.
“It kind of helps us separate ourselves from 
the rest of the pack,” Ashmore said. “Everyone 
in the conference this year has been doing pretty 
good — it’s actually been kind of crazy. But 
we’ve worked hard to put ourselves on top of 
the conference.”
Despite the team's success, Scanlon said 
she believes the team has yet to play its best 
volleyball.
“We can do a lot better." she said. "We've got
GVl Archive / Pete Tabberer
Standing tall: Sophomore middle blocker Rebecca 
Rapin returns the ball during GVSU's match against 
Northern Michigan University on Sept. 20.
a lot of talent on this team, but we’re just not 
playing as well as we potentially can. They don’t 
have to be standouts or stars, they just have to do 
their job.”
The Lakers will Icxtk to extend their winning 
streak this weekend when they face off against 
the University of Findlay on Friday and Hillsdale 
College on Saturday.
ejohnson @ lanthorn x otn
Only one Laker 
advances to round 
16 in singles play
By Grant Wieman
GVl. Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State 
University men’s tennis team is 
hoping its first tournament of the 
fall will prove to be its toughest.
The Lakers, playing in the 
Intercollegiate Tennis Association 
Regional Championship in 
Indianapolis on Friday and 
Saturday, are trying to learn from 
the disappointing results.
“This was the first tournament in 
the fall, and it showed,” said senior 
Alex Switzer. “I think everyone, 
with the exception of Philipp 
(Claus) needs work on singles and 
singles conditioning."
Sophomore Philipp Claus 
surprised himself and teammates 
by reaching the round of 16 — the 
farthest any Liker advanced in 
singles play.
The match, against the 
tournament’s No. 2 seed Peter 
Kazianschuetz of North wood, was 
a difficult test for the young player.
“Going into the match, I wasn’t 
expecting to win,”Claus said. “I just 
wanted to play my best tennis."
After forcing a first-set tie 
breaker, Claus was eventually 
defeated 7-6 (6). 6-0.
The Leakers No. I singles player, 
junior Tony Dang, was upset in 
the second round by Ferris State 
University’s Jack Swan.
Switzer sees the tournament as 
a starting point and believes the 
Lakers will learn from the loss.
“I think we will be able to turn 
it on over the course of the next 
couple weeks.” Switzer said. “We 
may be changing practice around to 
focus more on singles and singles 
conditioning.”
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“It’s hard to change from what I 
was doing all summer — teaching 
tennis — to going to the competitive 
environment,” Dang said.
The most successful effort by 
GVSU was the doubles team of 
Switzer and junior Matt Globerson,
which reached the quarterfinals.
"We had a g<xxl match (Friday) 
against Ferris," Globerson said. 
"We closed out well, and Uxlay we 
let them come back.”
The team lost to the No. 5 seed 
Drury, 8-6 in the single-set match.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Kenneth M. Horjus
Help for those charged with felony or 
misdemeanor crimes, including drunk driving, 
drug possession and suspended license 
violations.
321 Settlers Road 616.392.1821
Holland, Ml 49423 www.holland-law.com
kenh@holland-law.com
KISTLER
CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction 
from last year in the month of 
September 660 kwh
l-c Grand Valley Lanthorn
MJ Monday, September 29, 2008 A&E Dam Willcutt, A&E Editorarts@lanthorn.com
A midsummer 
Right* Bream.
Dani Willcutt
Friday night 
marked the opening of 
“A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream.” Each year the 
first Mainstage Production 
of the school year is a 
Shakespeare play, marking 
the beginning of the annual 
Shakespeare Festival on Grand 
Valley State University’s 
Allendale Campus. This is 
the first repeated play in the 
Shakespeare Festival, bringing 
forth the question of whether
Production fails to captivate
cotorful performance Sen*Dement
map, KAe«h>-AMrfsomme, Dream 
Helena in GVSU 5 production ot
this was a good idea or not.
The Bollywood style of “A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream” 
is dramatic in color and fitting 
for the subject matter.
In following the Bollywood 
style, the cast performs a 
handful of dance and even 
singing numbers. These are 
probably the most entertaining 
points of the production, as 
this is where all of the rich 
colors of setting, costumes and 
lighting come together.
Unfortunately for the 
audience, the entire play is 
not made up of these singing 
and dancing numbers. “A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream” 
has been appreciated by many 
for its frippery and themes of 
love — a theme very close to 
the center of human existence.
Running around 2.5 hours, 
“A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream” feels about 30 
minutes too long.
At first the play comes off 
as interesting, and the acting 
is undeniably good. The 
problem lies more within 
the inability to maintain 
audience attention.
On the subject of the 
acting, there is a lot to be 
said. It was obvious to the 
audience the students put 
a lot of work into their 
performances — and this 
is indeed commendable.
Alicia Clark plays 
a truly enchanting 
Titania, queen of the 
fairies. Her stage 
presence is indisputably 
mesmerizing. 
Furthermore, Nancy 
Moes’ portrayal of Puck 
is also a favorite as she 
schemes and gallivants 
on the stage. Puck 
is a fun and spritely 
character, both of
which are well portrayed by
Moes.
There is one particular 
scene that seemed to make the 
play fall short in delivering the 
promised comedy. This scene 
occurs in the second act when 
a troupe of peasants perform 
a play based on the story of 
Thisby and Pyramus for the 
Duke of Athens (played by 
Brian Webb Russell) and the 
Queen of the Amazons (also 
played by Clark).
At first this mini-play is 
funny, making the bawdy 
p>easant characters less 
grating on the nerves.
Amongst this pleasant 
ensemble are the characters 
Snug (played by Elliot 
J. Michel), Starveling 
(played by Whitney 
Hershberger), Flute 
(played by Sean Francis),
Tom Snout (played by 
Sarah McDowell) and 
Bottom (played by Scott 
Watson). At the forefront 
of the nerve grating 
is the character of 
Starveling, who is one 
of the most obnoxious 
characters on the stage.
The play is overall 
quite gorgeous, due 
to its backdrop and 
costumes, but it is also 
incredibly painful 
to watch for the full 
length of time. Many 
audience members were 
with the cast the entire time, 
laughing at the timeless and 
oftentimes pierverse jokes of 
Shakespeare. However, every 
moment past intermission 
seemed to drag on to an almost 
ridiculous degree.
“A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream” is by no means a 
bad play. But it does have 
the capacity to fall below par
££ S?? *£??££ ZSza? ">**»year the play had
a Bo,,ywood thememai°r- take part in
m*J0r, and 
opening night
when there is 
a lack of projection by the 
actors, making it at times 
hard to hear the lines. This 
play delivers a mediocre 
thespian experience. But why 
would you want mediocre 
when the Grand Rapids area 
has so many more fantastic 
theatrical experiences to offer 
right now?
arts® lanthorn .coni
See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com
for a Shakespeare 
Festival story
Essential Shakespearian cinema defined
Has Grand Valley State 
University’s production of “A 
Midsummer's Night’s Dream” whet 
your appetite for more Shakespeare? 
Waiit to plan an all-night marathon of 
Bardian cinema? Here’s everything 
youaieed to get ready for a wild night 
of iambic pentameter — the best 
cinernatic adaptations of Shakespeare.
Hamlet (1948, directed by Sir 
Laurence Olivier)
Olivier both starred in and directed 
this adaptation of the Bard’s finest 
play; and hit pay-dirt doing it. The
that’s it’s brilliant — reducing one 
of Shakespeare’s most psychological 
plays to the level of myth — is 
breathtaking.
Forbidden Planet (1956, directed by 
Fred M. Wilcox)
“The Tempest” as science fiction? 
The very concept sounds like a recipe 
for either high camp or overbearing 
pretentiousness, but this seminal 
classic is a great movie.
It manages to stay reasonably 
faithful to the source material as well 
as paving the way for future sci-fi 
projects like “Star Trek.”
Few films from this genre are this 
serious while still being entertaining. 
And there is unmistakable feeling of 
really being in another alien world.
Ran (1985, directed by Akira 
Kurosawa)
Most directors (and most people, 
for that matter) begin to slow down
in their 70s, but the great Japanese 
master proved he had another great 
film in him. Setting “King Lear” in 
medieval Japan proved to be a great 
idea.
The international success of this 
helped to bring Japanese cinema a 
new (and justified) amount of critical 
attention. By the way, the title means 
“Chaos” in Japanese.
Hamlet (1996, directed by Kenneth 
Branagh)
This critic’s choice for the greatest 
of all Shakespearian films, “Hamlet” is 
one of those rare movies that seems to 
have caught some of the energy of life.
Branagh, who like Olivier also 
played the title role, chose to make 
his film an unabridged adaptation of 
the original. He kept all the dialogue, 
subplots and minor characters intact.
He manages to portray levels of 
depth and meaning in his film that had 
eluded previous film versions. And the
Courtesy Photo www imdb.com 
Best pick: Kenneth Branagh in Hamlet (1996).
movie manages to deliver on all of its 
ambitious goals, making it one of the 
best films of the '90s.
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film won an Oscar for Best Picture and 
Olivier won for Best Actor.
The movie’s appeal to modem 
audiences has faded a bit. Olivier’s 
Oedipal interpretation of the Prince’s 
psychology now comes off as a 
bit simplistic. And the tone is at 
times overly grim, especially when 
compared to the Branagh adaptation.
The picture is still worth a rental, if 
only to see arguably the greatest actor 
of the 20th century play the greatest 
character in all theater.
Othello (1952, directed by Orson 
Welles)
Financed independently, and 
partially with the director’s own 
money, filming was shut down 
numerous times due to a lack of funds. 
Meaning that many actors would quit, 
rendering footage already shot with 
them utterly worthless.
The fact the movie was even 
completed is a miracle, the fact
Chinese to present alternative endings to Hamlet
Students from East 
China perform ‘Who 
Killed the King' in 
GV drama exchange
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVl. Staff Writer
» As a part of Grand Valley 
Slate University’s 15th 
anniversary of the Shakespeare 
Festival, drama students from 
Shanghai, China, will perform 
two shows of their version of
if-
the play Hamlet.
• “Who Killed the King? - A 
Chinese Hamlet” will feature 
ll) students and two faculty 
members from East China 
Normal University. It examines 
four different theories of 
Hamlet’s death.
- In May, Bard to Go, the 
touring and outreach arm of 
(JVSU’s Shakespeare Festival, 
traveled to China to perform 
in Shanghai. The group was 
hosted by East China Normal 
Qniversity and performed 
rjyice on their campus. Now the 
students are switching roles and 
QVSU is hosting the students 
ffcpm China.
Karen Libman, associate 
professor of theater at GVSU, 
said the students who traveled 
to China made lifelong friends 
and she hopes 
the Chinese 
students 
have the 
same 
experience 
here.
“The idea 
was it 
would 
be an
exchange,’
Libman said. “We go there 
and they come here. Having 
the opportunity to have this 
kind of cultural exchange is 
extraordinary. We are really 
fortunate and it makes the 15th 
anniversary of the Shakespeare 
Festival even more special.”
Lauren Harrison, a member 
of BTG who visited China, said 
the cast was blessed to see the 
Chinese drama students perform 
“Who Killed the King?”
“It uses different types of 
theater such as drama, musical 
comedy and art theater through 
dance to explain different 
scenarios for who killed the
king,” she said.
“Who Killed the King?” 
will be split into four acts that 
show different possibilities of 
Hamlet’s death . The first act will 
show the original version 
of Hamlet that suggests 
the king was murdered 
by his brother. However, 
the students from ECNU 
will also 
propose 
three other 
possible 
scenarios. 
The 
second 
act will 
present 
the idea 
Hamlet 
was 
murdered by the queen who 
could no longer bear her 
loneliness in the palace. Act 
three presents the idea the prince 
killed Hamlet because he was 
unable to tolerate his father’s 
old age and incompetence The 
final act will present the idea the 
king committed suicide because 
he was sick of palace life.
“While the performance is 
a different spin on things, it is
very much in line with what 
the Shakespeare Festival is — 
celebrating the life and time of 
Shakespeare,” Libman said.
Libman added the
performances are of wonderful 
quality. Also, the performances 
offer a rare opportunity to see 
Chinese actors performing 
Shakespeare.
“I saw a workshop 
performance of it and it was just 
fabulous,” Libman said. “We 
are really excited.”
Harrison said she thinks 
GVSU students and faculty will 
enjoy “Who Killed the King?” 
not only for its entertainment 
value, but because it is a "great 
opportunity to exchange cultural 
ideas about art and theater,” she 
said.
“Chinese theater is very 
different from Western theater 
and it is exciting to see what 
can be gained from sharing 
knowledge and experiences 
with the Chinese cast,” Harrison 
added.
Although the performances 
will be in Mandarin. Libman 
said no knowledge of Mandarin 
is necessary to enjoy the 
performance.
“It is a unique opportunity 
to view Chinese theater,” she 
added. “I am hoping people will 
come — they should come — 
because this opportunity may 
never happen again in peoples’ 
lives.”
The performances will take 
place Oct. 6 and 7. The Oct. 6 
performance will be at 7 p.m. 
on the Pew Campus in the 
DeVos Center’s Loosemore
Auditorium.
The Oct. 7 performance will 
be at 2:30 p.m. in the Cook- 
DeWitt Center on the Allendale 
Campus. A question and answer 
session, with a translator, will 
follow. Both shows are free and 
will last about an hour. They 
are also open to the public and 
count as a Liberal Studies 100 
event.
jpawlowski @ lanthorn .com
Courtesy Photo I Karon Libman
Multicultural production: Members from GVSU’s Bard to Go interact with 
students from East China Normal University m Shanghai during the spring exchange
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Announcements Services Wanted
welcome Jewish stuoentsl jo*i 
us for the High Howays at Cha- 
oad House of western Michi­
gan. No membership required 
2616 Michigan 3t Grand Rap- 
<te 616-067-0070
Homecoming 2008, October 
6-101 Don’t forget to register 
yen# homecoming teami Pack­
ets can be or op pec off in the 
Office of Student Life. Visit 
www/g vsu.edu/stuoern llWhom 
ecomlng for more info.
Coming...Graduate School Fair. 
Thursday. October 16, 2008 
from 10 am. to 1 p.m. Lou tit 
Hall Atnum.
Need to make an important an­
nouncement? The Lanthorn can 
help you spread the wordt 
331-2460.
Housing
The Village at 48 West. The 
doors are open! Start leasing 
now for the ‘00 school yean Can 
616-896-2400 or visit 
www.48wesLcom for more de­
tails.
Meadows Crossing...the new 
student townhome community 
located at 48th Ave Entrance to 
GvSu. A few bedrooms left for 
2008I Cali 6* 6-892-2700 for 
more detMsl
Whether you’re selling, leasing 
or sub-ietung your home, tet the 
Lanthorn help! Give us a caff at 
331-2460 and let people know 
what deats you have to often
Copper Beech Townhomes. 
The most space for the best 
price! 1. 2. 3, or 4-BD town- 
homesi Call 6* 6-806-2900 or 
visit
copperbeechtownhomes com.
FtOOM for RENT. Oo6e to cam­
pus. For information call 
313-360-8646
House for rent. Standaie 3-BD, 
1 1/2-Ba. ail apptancas. central 
a>r. By golf course Deck of 
tonify rm. w/ park-llke back­
yard. Completely remooelea 
$1000/month + utilities. 
616-464-9666
Apartment for rent. East town, 
3-BD. 1-BA. newry redecorated, 
aff appliances, central a*. Nice 
area convenient to shopping 
and colleges $800.''month + 
utilities 616-454-9666
America's n sandwich delivery. 
Amenca's sandwtcn delivery ex­
perts! Over 20 locations m me 
Grand Rapids-Kaiamazoo area. 
Visit jimmyjohns.com for the lo­
cations nearest you!
Visit Motman s Farm Market for 
fresh produce at a great pricet 
Just 1 mile east of GvSu cam­
pus' 10% with college iDi
Mr. Gyros Best Cuisine. Now 
open in your neighborhood! 
Free wv-fii American. Mediterra­
nean. and Indian Cuisine. 15% 
off with valid GVSU ID for stu­
dents ana staff 6i6-79l-6660
OPEN LATE. Open until 3:00am 
Thursday-Saturday. Home of 
the “Funny Taco". Located in 
Meadows Crossing Mall
Trying to serve Grand Valley 
and the neighboring commu­
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you 
by placing your adl 331-2460
Opportunities
Want to do some free advertis­
ing? Students and staff can 
submit classifieds online at 
www tan thorn com
Want people to take advantage 
of the opportunities you have to 
offer? Place an ad ana reach 
tnou&anasi Call the Lanthorn at 
331-2460 for more Information.
Birthdays
What better way to show your 
friends that you care about 
them on their birthday than 
wishing them a happy txthday 
through us? Let the Lanthorn 
know about your friends' birth­
days and we will advertise a 
message to make this txthday 
one they won’t forget. 
331-2460.
Employment
Hirtng? Get in touch with thou­
sands of people who may be 
looking for work! Contact the 
Lanthorn at 331-2460.
GVSU Student work Customer 
saies/service. Base pay 
per/appt. 114.26
616-241-6303
Jon the FedEx ground team as 
a Package Handler! Part-time, 
$6-$i0 to start, scheduled 
rasesl Apply In person at 3378 
Three Mile Rd. m Walker, Ml
Bartenders wanted Up to 
|260/Day No Experience nec­
essary Tracing provided Age 
16+ Okay Call 1-800-966-6620 
ext. 226.
Need help? Fine It by running 
an aa in the Lanthorn! Cal’ 
331 -2460 to get started today
Wanted: Certified Aerobics in­
structor. 6-10 hours/week. 
$2Q/nour Contact Lorri Hop, 
616-896-6678 or KxrlhopOcam- 
pus vlewnousing.com
For Sale
Diamonds: selection, certifica­
tion. Good price. Jim. 
616-638-9682
Cunningham Daanan PC Attor­
neys at Law. Kenneth M Horyus. 
Help for those charged with fel­
ony or misdemeanor crimes. 
Call 616-392-1821. visit 
www.holiand-iaw.com. or 
e-mail kenhdholland-law.com 
for more details
Entertainment
Montes. Never Cover for Ladles 
or With College I.D.I Look on 
our website for upcoming 
events and specials 438 Bridge 
St 21 +Permitted 616-774-6969 
myspace.com/monteslounge
Have an jpeoming event you 
want to publicize? Submit your 
event to our free entertainment 
calendar online at www lan- 
lhom.com.
Roommates
Looking for a new roommate? 
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is 
a great way to reach students 
who need a place to Iwe. Cal 
331 -2460 to set up your adl
Lost 8 Found
Massing car keys? Found ctass 
notes or a student ID? Advertise 
with us at 331 -2460 and let the 
Lanthorn help you find what 
you're missing
Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-date news 
and events? Look no further! 
Come chec* us out on the web 
at www lamnom.com. If your 
student organization has some- 
m^g to say. post it w-th usi we 
*eep you nformea. For contact 
information <eel free to e-mai< 
lantnomOgvsu edu or can 
616-331-2460.
Basketball court 
Large closets 
Laundry room 
Your own balcony 
MUCH MORE
Think fast - think FedEx.
R/T Package Handlers
Multiple Shifts to fit your 
busy schedule!
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Fed Ex Ground Thinking about some fast cash and help with college? 
Join the fast-paced FedEx Ground team as a part-time Package Handler. 
You'll work up a sweat, and In return get a weekly paycheck, tuition 
assistance, and morel
We are located at 
3378 Three Mile Road NW 
Walker, Ml 49534
1 8 years or older
Ability to load, unload, and
sort packages
Part-time, S days per week 
$9.00 or $10.00 to start, 
scheduled raises
$ 1 500 In Tuition Assli 
After AO Deyil
Ground
reek 
APARTMENTS
your home away from home 
------ 11127 52nd Ave--------
ottawacreeK.com
‘Located on the corner 
of Lake Michigan Dr and 
52nd Ave Near GVSU
$300 off 
1st
Month’s
Rent!
Now Leasing for
Call for your
GVSU
Student Rate
616.453.9190
Free Cable 
Free Water 
Free Parking
mmmmm
Free High Speed Internet
Studio One Bedroom Two Bedroom
rr“J
Expires 12/04/08
ACROSS
1 — Mahal 
4 “Clue” 
weapon 
8 Piquancy
12 Buckeyes’ 
sch,
13 Mideast gulf
14 Jam 
ingredient?
15 Periodical
17 Food
18 Singer 
Campbell
19 O. Henry’s 
specialty
20 Island flora
22 Greet silently
24 Rainbow
25 Tramp
29 X rating?
30 Buffalo
31 Victory 
gesture
32 Annoying 
follower
34 Astute
35 Lightning 
stroke
36 Hitchcock 
menacers
37 Large, showy 
parrot
40 Congers, e.g.
41 Grand story
42 19th-century 
violin virtuoso
46 Carte
47 Hebrew 
month
48 Menagerie
49 Erstwhile
King Crossword
1 2 3 14 5 6 7 18 9 10 11
12 ,3 4
15 16 17
18 !19
20 21 M■ 22 23
24 ■ 25 26 27 28
29 ■ 30 ■ 3,
32 33 ■ 34
’ ■ i ■ 36
37 38 39 m 40
41 ■ 42 43 44 45
46 47 ■ 48
49 50 i 51
partners 9 Modern coin lavishly
50 Lincoln in-law 10 Dazzle 33 Old
51 Ostrich’s 11 Jug that computer?
cousin resembles a 34 Oven
stout man 36 Part of a
DOWN 16 Charitable Santa outfit
1 Male cat donations 37 Cultural idea
2 Simile center 19 Terrible guy? 38 Pinnacle
3 Circus 20 Actor Brad 39 Movie
clown’s skill 21 Vicinity 40 “Zounds!”
4 Demolishes 22 Failed to be 42 Vanna’s
5 Valhalla 23 Enthusiastic, cohort
bigwig plus 43 Commotion
6 Calligraphy 25 String 44 Artesian
tool instrument appellation
7 Away from 26 Too big 45 Debtor’s
WSW 27 Requirement letters
8 Capital of 28 Lairs
Croatia 30 Spend
___ *■> 21 MIX Kiny l ualmc.-' SfriuL. lim.--------
See Answers on B6
• 2 bedrooms, 1 bath plus 
optional den
• 12 acre nature preserve with 
walking trails to Grand River and 
Fishing Pond
• Lease rate includes heat, water,
trash & snow removal
• Gas Heat, stove and Hot Water
• Waterfront, wooded or 
courtyard views
• Located in Jenison, 15 minutes to 
Downtown or Allendale campuses
Short term lease available for 
$ 150/mo premium 
Limited number of condos 
available to lease
monthly rent 4 i
starting at
• Fitness Club membership
• Choose a fully renovated model 
or Customize your own way 
prior to move in you can select 
carpet, trim, wall colors, doors, 
cabinets, hardware, etc.)
• Free Laundry
monthly payment 
starting at
For your personal showing today!
7701 Riverview Drive Suite 101 Jenison. MI. 49428
ii
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Alicia Keys
* — “Another Way to Die”
t • Amanda Palmer — “Who 
Killed Amanda Palmer”
• Dressy Bessy
— Holler and Stomp
• Dungen — “4”
• Gemma Hayes
— “The Hollow of Morning”
• Jesus and Mary Chain
— “The Power of Negative 
Thinking: B-Sides &
Rarities”
• Lords of Altamont
— "The Altamont Sin”
• Lymbyc Systym — “Love 
You Abuser Remixed”
• Mercury Rev
— “Snowflake Midnight”
• Murs
— “Murs for President”
• The Nightwatchman
— “The Fabled City”
• U2 — “Under a Blood 
Red Sky: Deluxe Edition”
• Various Artists
— “Notwave Sampler Vol. 2”
• Various/Public Enemy
— “Comic Book”
• Vivian Girls
— “Vivian Girls”
• Zs — “Hard EP”
DVD Releases
• “Forgetting Sarah 
Marshall”
• “Iron Man”
• "Breathing Room”
• “Chapter 27”
• “Black Mass”
• • “The Vanguard”
This week in history
; Billboard’s top albums of 
; 1968
1. Jimi Hendrix Experience 
r “Are You Experienced?”
1 2. Simon & Garfunkel 
7 - “The Graduate” soundtrack
3. Cream “Disraeli Gears”
4. Beatles “Magical
1 Mystery Tour” soundtrack
The week's diversions
Monday
• Latin America Through 
the Lens of a U.S, 
Photographer
— 3 to 4:30 p.m. in 
the Kirkhof Center 
Pere Marquette Room, 
photographs by B. Randall 
Gomowich
• “Top Gun”
— 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. at the Kirkhof 
Center Big Screen Theater
Tuesday
• “Heavy Metal” as part of 
the Meanwhile Film Series
— 8 p.m. at the Wealthy 
Theatre for $3.50
• “Man on Wire”
— 5 to 9 p.m. at the UICA, 
continues thiough Thursday
• “Encounters at the End 
of the World”
— 7 p.m. at the UICA, 
continues through Thursday
• “Top Gun”
— 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. at the Kirkhof 
Center Big Screen Theater
Wednesday
• Arts at Noon Series: The 
Kapel) Trio
— Noon to 1 p.m. in the 
Cook-DeWitt Center
• The Psychology Film 
Series: “2001: A Space 
Odyssey”
— 6 p.m. in 114 LMH
• Paula Allen’s 
Homecoming: A 
photographer and journalist 
discusses her work
— 7 p.m. in the Kirkhof 
Center Grand River Room
• “Top Gun”
— 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. at the Kirkhof 
Center Big Screen Theater
Thursday
• Avenue for ihe Arts 
Finale
— 6 p.m. to close at 
the Founder’s Brewing 
Company
• “Top Gun”
— 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. at the Kirkhof 
Center Big Screen Theater
Taste of West Michigan rocks fieldhouse; 
raised money to benefit Mel Trotter
By Erika Stack
GVL Staff Writer
The Taste of West Michigan 
event brought entertainment from 
the bard and food from all over 
the region to Grand Valley State 
University Saturday, while raising 
money for Mel Trotter Ministries.
The sold-out event offered 
ticket holders the chance to sample 
the food of 25 local restaurants, 
ranging from Red Robin to 
Marie Catrib’s, and Qdoba to 
Applebee’s. But the $ 10 ticket also 
offered the community the chance 
to sample a little 
Shakespeare as 
well with the 
performance of 
the Greenshow 
— a part of 
this year’s 
Shakespeare 
Festival.
“The 
Greenshow is 
traditionally a 
short opening 
piece that helps 
attract people 
to the theater,” 
said Jim Bell, managing director 
of the festival.
The performances usually last 
only about 20 minutes and are 
performed by a small group of 
actors, he added.
In this case, the group 
performed “The Arraignment of 
Paris," which depicted the Greek 
myth in which Paris had to decide 
which goddess was the most 
beautiful among Venus, Athena 
and Hera, an event leading to the 
Trojan War.
The 20-minute show featured 
six student performers under the 
direction of Scott Lange and Kelly 
Knoll, two GVSU Shakespeare 
Festival alumni.
The performers walked 
amongst the crowd in full 
Renaissance garb, despite this 
year’s “West Michigan beach” 
theme, and Weezer’s “Pork 
and Beans” playing in the 
background.
But the Greenshow was not the 
only performance to be enjoyed by 
Taste of West Michigan samplers. 
The event also featured short 
concerts by GVSU’s own student 
music groups: The acoustic duo 
Broccoli and Ben and the all­
female a cappella group Midnight 
Snack.
“This is a big performance 
for us, especially since Taste of 
West Michigan is sold out,” said 
Megan Gross, Midnight Snack’s 
president and music director. “It’s 
probably the largest crowd we’ve 
performed in front of so far.”
Both 
groups had 
the audience 
tapping their 
toes to familiar 
rock and pop 
favorites, 
transcending 
t h e 
generations.
Profits from 
admissions 
tickets, as 
well as funds 
earned through 
raffle tickets 
sold throughout the day, went to 
support the Mel Trotter Ministries, 
a non-profit organization that aids 
the underprivileged.
The 108-year-old ministry 
was also benefited by last year’s 
Taste of West Michigan, which 
raised about $6(X). Exact numbers 
for this year’s donation were 
unavailable as of press time.
“We’re thankful for any 
gift that we’re given (from this 
event),” said Sandra Gaddy, major 
gift officer for Mel Trotter.
Especially with the recessing 
economy. Mel Trotter Ministries is 
seeing more and more individuals 
who need help. Gaddy added. She 
said it is becoming more common 
for people, even with bachelor’s 
and master’s degrees, to come 
in and “shop” at the Ministry’s 
food pantry. This is in part due to 
failing businesses.
The food pantry, a free service 
that provides groceries to those in
“We're thankful 
for any gift that 
we're given (from 
this event).”
SANDRA GADDY
MEL TROTTER MINISTRIES
Good eats: Acoustic duo Broccoli and Ben performed at the Taste of West Michigan as 
families bonded and ate food from various restaurants around the area
need, is just one component of the 
ministry. The money earned from 
this event will go directly to the 
general fund, which will also aid 
in supporting the program to help 
those suffering from drug and 
alcohol addictions to get back on 
track, Gaddy said.
For more information on Mel 
Trotter Ministries, including how 
to help, visit their Web site at 
http://www.meltrotter.org.
estack@lanthorn jcom
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CALL NOW
For an appointment
(616) 257-4859
$10off
Color Service
Valid with Stylist Piper Jackson 
Expires 12/31/08
haircut I
Valid with Stylist Piper Jackson J
Expires 12/31/08 •
.1
LOCATED IN MACY’S
AT RIVERTOWN CROSSINGS MALL
HOMECOMING COMEDIAN
LOUIS CK Withopening act
tickets on sale NOW
at the 2020 desk 1616-331-20201
$5 STUDENT TICKETS
$10 faculty/staff/alumni - $15 general admission
GrandVai I I:Y
Siait University
contact thespot@gvsu.edu 
for more Information
co/vie into the Leasing office now 
to see how '/ou’D ft in. a\ ^wesi1
awesome amen\\e$
wireless & hard-line Internet access in each Unit 
large, fully equipped kitchen with breakfast bar 
privately keyed, large bedrooms 
full-size washer & dryer in each apartment 
or town home
FREE expanded cable television service 
lots of windows with blinds 
spacious (HUGE) apartments and town homes 
central air conditioning 
prices start at only $430 per bedl 
professional, trained, on-site management 
and maintenance response teams
west
apartments 
& town homes
♦ ♦
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